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Zusammenfassung
Die besta¨ndige Entwicklung und Verbesserung der verfu¨gbaren Laserquellen hat
die Anzahl ihrer Anwendungen stetig wachsen lassen und daru¨ber hinaus insbeson-
dere Hochpra¨zissionsmessungen in vielen Bereichen dramatisch verbessert. Das Ziel
dieser Doktorarbeit ist die Verbesserung der ga¨ngigsten Laserquelle zur Erzeugung
von isolierten extrem-ultravioletten (XUV) Pulsen, welche im letzten Jahrzehnt das
Studium von Elektronen-Dynamiken im sub-femtosekunden Bereich (1 fs = 10−15 s)
ermo¨glicht hat und zu vielerlei Erkenntnissen der Elektronendynamik in Atomen,
Moleku¨len und Festko¨rpern beigetragen hat.
Mittels der Verwendung einer zusa¨tzlichen Versta¨rkerstufe, zu dem u¨blichen einstu-
figen Versta¨rkersystem mit gestreckten Laserpulsen, gelang es die auf weniger als
5 fs komprimierte Laserpulsenergie auf 1,5 mJ zu verdreifachen. Dafu¨r wurden zwei
unterschiedliche Konzepte fu¨r die Kompression der versta¨rkten Pulse miteinander
verglichen. Mit dieser erho¨hten Pulsenergie ist es mo¨glich sowohl den Photonenfluss
in den erzeugten, isolierten Attosekundenpulsen als auch deren Photonenenergie
zu erho¨hen. Betrieben bei vier Kilohertz Wiederholrate, erlaubt das Lasersystem
die Durchfu¨hrung integrativer Messung mit zwei-Zyklen-Laserpulsen mit deutlich
ho¨herer Geschwindigkeit als die meisten anderen Laserquellen in diesem Energiebe-
reich.
Diese Laserpulse werden zur Erzeugung ho¨herer Harmonischer eingesetzt und wur-
den mittels Attosekundenstreakingspektroskopie (Attosekunden-Schlierenspektro-
skopie) charakterisiert wobei zugleich die hervorragende Stabilita¨t und die Qualita¨t
der XUV-pulse nachgewiesen wurde.
Die so erzeugten XUV-Pulse wurden zur Durchfu¨hrung erster Experimente heran-
gezogen, zum einen zur breitbandigen, zeitlichen Charakterisierung der Photoemis-
sion der ”Riesenresonanz” der Xenon–4d Schale bei 100 eV und zum anderen bei der
Untersuchung der induzierten nichtlinearen Propagation in Quarzglas. Deren Ein-
fluss auf die elektrischen Wellenform der ultrakurzen Laserpulse im sichtbaren, nah-
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infraroten Spektralbereich wurde mittels Attosekunden-Streaking charakterisiert.
Die ho¨heren Pulsenergien des Lasersystems werden sich als besonders nu¨tzlich er-
weisen sobald weitere nichtlineare Effekte Teil des Anregungs-Abfrage-Aufbaus sind,
wie z.B. bei der Erzeugung von ultrakurzen UV-Pulsen zur Anregung und der XUV-
Pulse zur zeitlichen Abfrage, da die Intensita¨t beider Pulse mit der Pulsenergie des
fundamentalen Pulses ansteigt.
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Abstract
The continuous development and improvement of laser sources has steadily increased
the number of applications and pushed the limit of high precision measurements
in various fields. The goal of the work presented in this thesis is to improve the
spectrally broadened Ti:sapphire laser system used for isolated extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) pulse generation, which has, in the last decade, allowed the study of electron
dynamics on a sub-femtosecond (1 fs = 10−15 s) level and delivered new insights into
ultrafast dynamics of electrons in atoms, molecules and solids.
By adding a second stage amplifier to the commonly used one-stage chirped pulse
amplification laser system the compressed output power of a sub-5 fs laser system
has been tripled to 1.5 mJ. A crucial part for achieving this result is the comparison
of two different efficient compressor setups in order to optimize the compression.
With these higher pulse energies, it is possible to increase the generated photon flux
in an isolated attosecond (10−18 s) pulse and to push the XUV photon energy higher.
Run at 4 kHz repetition rate, integrative measurements with sub-2 cycle laser pulses
can be conducted much faster than with most laser sources in this energy range.
The resulting pulses are used for high-harmonic generation (HHG) and character-
ized via attosecond streaking, demonstrating excellent stability and quality of the
whole laser system.
First experiments with these pulses were conducted by probing the temporal behav-
ior of the photo-emission of the giant resonance of 4d electrons in xenon with broad-
band XUV-pulses at 100 eV and inducing and measuring the nonlinear propagation
in fused silica at high intensities via its effect on the waveform of the ultra-short
visible-near-infrared pulse measured by means of attosecond streaking.
The higher pulse energy of the driving laser field will also prove to be very useful as
soon as nonlinear effects besides HHG contribute to the pump and probe setup e.g.
an ultrashort UV-pulse is used to pump electron dynamics which are subsequently
probed with high temporal resolution by the XUV-pulse.
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Introduction
With the invention of attosecond science (1 as = 10−18 s) about one decade ago it
became possible to put the subtleties of light-matter interaction under test in an
unprecedented way. Several experimental studies [1, 2, 3, 4] provided experimental
observations that allowed to benchmark high-level theories and triggered the devel-
opment of novel theoretical frameworks to model the detailed characteristics of the
system under scrutiny after its interaction with light. Of particular interest for these
studies has been the photoelectric effect introduced by Einstein in 1905 describing
the release of an initially bound electron into the ionization continuum upon the
absorption of one high-energetic or several low-energetic photons and the electronic
response of atomic [5], molecular [6] and solid systems [7] to strong electromagnetic
fields.
Many aspects of the nonlinear response of matter to intense light are rooted in
the collective interplay of several electrons bound in the ground state of the sys-
tem giving rise to a wealth of phenomena including excitation resonances in atoms,
dissociation pathways in molecules or characteristic decay channels governed by in-
trinsic electronic correlations e.g. observed in the Auger decay mechanism. Due to
the lack of direct access to many of the experimental signatures of these electronic
correlations theory described them generally in single-active particle approximations
and only nowadays the toolbox of attosecond technology allows us to explore the
boundaries of these treatments. However, due to the notoriously low photon flux
and restricted spectral range of attosecond experiments, investigations have to be
carried out at sample systems that are carefully selected to provide sufficient sig-
nal levels. To overcome these limitations and allow for attosecond time resolved
studies in hitherto inaccessible systems, regarding photon flux and spectral range,
4
a source for isolated attosecond pulses with enhanced flux has been developed and
a set of experiments proves its capability to grasp multi-electron dynamics in gases
and solids. A first experiment investigates the origin of the xenon giant resonance
whose origin remained disputed in the past due to the lack of experimental access
to the phase of the outgoing electronic wave-packet [8]. A second experiment is in-
troduced targeted at the exploration of the time resolved response of the nonlinear
interaction of transparent medium with ultrastrong few-cycle laser pulses.
Outline of the Thesis
After this brief introduction, chapter 2 provides a short deduction of the self-action
effects of self-focusing and self-phase modulation which are important when work-
ing with strong ultrashort pulses followed by an introduction to the generation of
isolated attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses and their characterization via
attosecond streaking. Chapter 3 presents an overview of a widely-used laser system
for generating high harmonics and isolated attosecond pulses. This system is used as
a base for the two different two-stage laser setups described thereafter to enhance the
pulse energy. First, a negatively chirped setup with a very efficient glass-compressor
is discussed. After presenting the concept and the realized performance, the system
is analyzed in view of possible further improvements and is followed by the second
setup featuring a transmission-grating compressor and glass as the stretcher. The
results achieved with the second setup are followed up by a description of the one-
stage laser system utilizing the same compression scheme. The chapter finishes with
a comparison of the two systems and an outlook of the next steps of this developed
laser system.
To demonstrate the capabilities of the laser system, first experiments with attosec-
ond pulses were conducted and are described in chapter 4. The generation and
characterization of high harmonics with the new laser system and a comparison of
the HHG-spectra of helium and neon are presented. Next, broadband isolated at-
tosecond pulses generated in neon were used to study the photo-emission of xenon
4d. Subsequently, attosecond streaking is used to measure the changes of an ul-
trashort pulse induced by its propagation through fused silica just below damage
threshold. Some possible means to improve the laser system even further and at-
tosecond experiments facilitated by it will be presented in chapter 5 and a summary
of the results will be given in the final chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Ultrashort Pulses
and Attosecond Technology
After the realization of the first optical sources using light amplification by stim-
ulated emission of radiation (LASER) in 1960 by Maiman [9] the development of
mode-locked lasers [10] led to ever shorter pulses and higher peak intensities. Using
strong, ultrashort pulses from a titanium doped sapphire crystal to generate pulses
short enough to observe the fasted dynamics studied in a time-resolved manner so
far is part of this work.
In this chapter basic concepts that are important for the observations described
later will be presented. Starting with a short review of field induced polarization in
a medium, the self-action nonlinear effects of self-focusing and self-phase modulation
(SPM) will be described. Both are important to generate sub-5 fs at the millijoule
level. The basic concepts of high-harmonic generation (HHG) and isolated attosec-
ond pulse generation will follow and a description of the most common method to
characterize these short pulses as well as a decent tool to study the photo-emission
process itself is given in the form of attosecond streaking spectroscopy.
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2.1 Ultrashort Pulses and Nonlinear Effects
For the mathematical description of light waves we start from Maxwell’s Equations
∇ ·D = ρ, (2.1)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.2)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
, (2.3)
∇×H = ∂D
∂t
+ J (2.4)
and derive the optical wave equation by using the curl of Eq. (2.3) without any free
charge or currents ρ = 0 and J = 0. Assuming the medium is nonmagnetic and
using the other Maxwell’s equations the optical wave equation is given by
∇×∇× E = − 1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
− µ0∂
2P
∂t2
, (2.5)
where P is the induced electric polarization of the material. This polarization can
be split into a linear and a nonlinear part.
P(r, t) = P
L
(r, t) + P
NL
(r, t) (2.6)
Assuming the response of the material to be instantaneous the nonlinear polarization
can be expanded in a power series. All even order coefficients are zero as long as
the material has inversion symmetry. By neglecting all but the leading term the
nonlinear polarization in gas can be written as
P
NL
(r, t) = ε0χ
(3)...E(r, t)E(r, t)E(r, t) , (2.7)
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and χ
(3) is the third order susceptibility. With
this third order nonlinearity the refractive index becomes intensity dependent with
n˜ = n+ n2|E|2 = n+ n2I , (2.8)
for an isotropic medium where the nonlinear refractive index n2 is given by
n2 =
3
4n
Re(χ(3)) . (2.9)
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This nonlinear behavior of the refractive index acts on the beam like a lens. For
n2 > 0 and a Gaussian laser beam with the power
Pcr =
pi(0.61)2λ20
8n0n2
(2.10)
the laser beam converges to a small size and can propagate without diverging granted
there are no losses [11]. At this power the self-focusing effect is exactly as strong as
the divergence of the beam without the effect. This equilibrium state, also known
as filamentation plays an important role in the white light generation in a gas filled
hollow core fiber and in most cases when the laser is able to ionize atoms.
So far the medium has been lossless and dispersionless. By introducing the frequency
dependent complex dielectric tensor ε(1) and the relationship
D(1)n (r) = ε0ε
(1)(ωn) · En(r) (2.11)
for the optical wave equation (2.5) and with the derivative relation
∇×∇× E = ∇(∇ · E)−∇2E (2.12)
in combination with the slowly varying amplitude approximation which allows to
neglect the first term on the right side the Nonlinear Schro¨dinger Equation becomes
∇2En(r) + ω
2
n
c2
ε(1)(ωn) · En = − ω
2
n
ε0c2
PNLn (r) (2.13)
where c is speed of light in vacuum.
The time dependent electric field of a pulse can be written as
E(t) = A(t)ei(ω0t+Φ(t)+ϕ) (2.14)
where A(t) is the slowly varying field envelope and ω0 is the central or carrier fre-
quency of the electric field. The relative position of the fast oscillating field and the
envelope is given by ϕ, the carrier-envelope phase (CEP). Measuring and control-
ling the CEP becomes increasingly important with shorter pulses. With three-cycle
pulses or less the slowly varying amplitude approximation becomes questionable [12]
and different CEP values cause different physical results as shown in Fig. 2.1. The
means to how the CEP can be measured and controlled will be described later in
Sec. 3.3.3.
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The time dependent phase Φ(t) in Eq. (2.14) can also be regarded as a time de-
pendent frequency shift of the fast oscillating field. The instantaneous frequency is
given by
ω(t) = ω0 +
dΦ(t)
dt
= ω0 + Φ˙(t) (2.15)
and Φ(t) is usually expressed as a power series
Φ(t) =
∞∑
j=0
βjt
j+1 . (2.16)
This change in instantaneous frequency is also referred to as chirp of the pulse.
While β0 corresponds to a frequency up or down shift the next terms are associated
with linear and quadratic chirp according to their time dependent change of the
instantaneous frequency of the pulse.
Self-Phase Modulation
The intensity dependent change of the refractive index given by Eq. 2.8 causes also
a chirp of the pulse. Considering the pulse written as
E(z, t) = A(z, t)ei(k0z−ω0t) + c.c. (2.17)
propagating in z-direction defined by the wavenumber k0 in said direction. The time
dependent intensity is then given by
I(t) = 2n0ε0c|A(z, t)|2 . (2.18)
Assuming a thin nonlinear medium, and thus neglecting other effects like dispersion,
the propagating pulse will accumulate a nonlinear phase given by
Φnl(t) = −n2I(t)ω0L/c , (2.19)
where L is the length of the medium. Similar to Eq. 2.15 this phase change corre-
sponds to a change of the instantaneous frequency
ω(t) = ω0 + δω(t) = ω0 +
d
dt
Φnl . (2.20)
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While propagating through the nonlinear medium the intensity envelope of the pulse
didn’t change but its spectrum did. This effect is called self-phase modulation
(SPM). The newly, by SPM, generated frequencies are shifted to lower frequencies
at the front and to higher frequencies at the trailing edge of the pulse as long as n2
is positive which is usually the case. This effect is used to broaden the spectrum of
the pulse resulting in a spectrum which can support even shorter pulses which is the
main contribution to white light generation (Sec. 3.3.2) used to generate millijoule
two-cycle pulses with the laser system built and used in this thesis.
2.2 Isolated Attosecond Pulses
Most of the efforts to develop a more powerful laser source in the context of this
work aims at producing more intense isolated attosecond pulses and consequently
expanding the available XUV photon-energy range to higher energies. Thus an in-
troduction to the generation of isolated attosecond pulses will be given next starting
with the generation process of XUV photons.
High-Harmonic Generation
In general, high-harmonic generation (HHG) means that the laser energy is con-
verted to much higher frequencies, beyond the scope of perturbative processes like
second harmonic generation or wave mixing in general described by a nonlinear sus-
ceptibility χ. Also HHG is fundamentally different, and has been shown in gases
and in high density plasmas generated from solids. HHG with solids requires rela-
tivistic intensities (1018 W/cm2 and more) and although the scaling behavior is quite
promising, using this source for experiments especially time resolved ones needs fur-
ther development [13].
Gas high-harmonics on the other hand have been used successfully for time resolved
measurements over a decade now [1]. Typical applications of these harmonics are
attosecond streaking of atomic levels [5, 7], high-harmonic spectroscopy [14, 15] and
transient absorption spectroscopy [16]. With the improvement of the driving laser
sources more and more experiments become feasible. Increased high-harmonic flux
and access to higher photon energies are the main goals of this development. For
a better understanding, a description of the theoretical basics of HHG in gases will
be presented next.
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Theory of HHG
High-harmonic generation is the result of strong field laser interaction with atoms.
To fully describe this process solving the Schro¨dinger equation of this system would
be necessary, but a quasi-static semi-classical approach introduced by Corkum [17]
explains the general features to very good agreement.
In the so-called three-step model the process is divided into laser field driven tunnel
ionization, acceleration of the free electron in the electric field and recombination
with the parent ion emitting the kinetic energy as high harmonic radiation.
Laser Field Ionization
The first step of HHG is ionization. To ionize an atom or molecule the ionization
potential Ip has to be overcome. Typical values are from a few electron volts (eV)
up to 24.6 eV for Helium. The photon energy is typically much lower around 1-
2 eV for visible to near infrared lasers. In order to ionize an atom with ionization
potential Ip n photons are needed n ≥ Ip/(~ω). This multi-photon ionization (MPI)
is described best by perturbation theory of n-th order. For these lasers ionization
starts at intensities around 1012 W/cm2 and the ionization rate is Γ ∝ In. For
higher intensities the probability for photon absorption greater n increases which
allows starting kinetic energies for the electrons higher than the photon energy. In
fact, for a narrow band laser the kinetic energy spectrum of the electrons consists of
peaks spaced by the photon energy. (This so-called above threshold ionization; ATI
e.g. forms the noise background for attosecond streaking.) For broadband or even
octave spanning laser spectra the kinetic energy of ATI electrons forms a continuum.
If the intensity is increased further until the electric field of the laser field becomes
similar in strength to the binding potential of the atoms the ionization mechanism
changes. In the superposition of atomic and laser potential the electron is not
strictly bound anymore but can tunnel through the potential barrier. At even higher
intensities the potential barrier is completely suppressed by the electric field of the
laser.
To estimate which mechanism is dominant Keldysh [18] introduced his adiabaticity
parameter γ fifty years ago.
γ =
ωL
√
2meIp
eE0
=
√
Ip
2Up
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Here ωL is the angular laser frequency, me the electron mass and e its charge, E0 is
the amplitude of the continuous laser wave or for pulses the peak electric field and Up
is the ponderomotive energy, defined by the cycle-averaged kinetic energy of a free
electron in the laser field. For γ  1 MPI dominates and for γ  1 tunnel-ionization
is the dominating process. For lasers in the visible or near-infrared spectral range
γ  1 leads to very high ionization rates. The most common model to calculate the
ionization rate for such strong fields was derived by Ammosov, Delone and Krainov
(ADK-theory) [19]
Γ ∝ exp
(
−4
√
2meI3p
3~cE0
)
.
Given that the ’tunneling time’ is shorter than the half laser period, meaning the
statistical distribution of the tunneled electrons is confined to a time shorter than
the half laser period, the theory seems to be in good agreement with experiments.
Direct tunnel–ionization is usually strongly temporally confined to the peaks of an
oscillating electric field.
For γ ∼ 1 and especially for short laser pulses Yudin and Ivanov [20] use a more
appropriate formalism as they include the varying intensity envelope of the electric
field.
For high-harmonic generation electron wave packets generated via tunnel ioniza-
tion are necessary but too high intensities cause too much ionization which impairs
the beam propagation and phase matching which in return decreases the overall
efficiency.
High-Harmonic Radiation
After an electron tunneled through the potential barrier it has no kinetic energy,
but it is accelerated by the present electric field of the laser. Assuming a linearly
polarized laser field and as tunneling occurs most likely close to the peaks of an
electric field oscillation the electron is accelerated for a quarter period away from
the ion and the next half-cycle brings it back to its starting position but with a
kinetic energy which depends on the exact time of the tunneling. According to
Corkum [17] the highest kinetic energy is 3.17 Up. When the electron returns to
its parent ion it can recombine and emit an XUV photon whose energy is given by
the kinetic energy of the electron and the binding energy of the atom. The highest
13
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possible energy is given by
Ecut−off = 3.17 Up + Ip, Up =
e2E20
4meω2L
. (2.21)
With the relation I = ε0cE
2
0/2 for intensity and electric field strength and an inten-
sity of 1015 W/cm2 Up = 52.4 eV. Up is proportional to the focus intensity and scales
quadratic with the central laser wavelength. Recently a 4µm laser at high intensities
was used to generate high-harmonic spectrum up to 1.6 keV which corresponds to
∼ 5000th harmonic [21]. Unfortunately the recombination cross-section per atom
decreases rapidly with the laser wavelength ∼ λ−5.5l [22, 23]. Multiple recombina-
tions of the same half-cycle add up coherently and form a very short XUV pulse.
However high harmonics are generated every half-cycle of the laser field (peaks in
the electric field) generating an XUV pulse train with half laser period distance and
thus form a modulated spectrum with a modulation length of 2~ωL with the peaks
at the odd harmonics of ωL. For the highest photon energies which are emitted from
the strongest half-cycle no interference occurs and the spectrum is smooth before
the cutoff. To generate an isolated attosecond pulse this can be used by spectrally
filtering this highest energy part leaving only one pulse of the attosecond pulse train.
Obviously the energy bandwidth of the isolated pulse increases with shorter laser
pulses as the ratio of neighboring electric field half-cycles increases.
The process is not very efficient. The biggest factor is the recombination cross sec-
tion which decreases for longer trajectories and thus longer wavelengths and higher
photon energies. Typical values for 800 nm are of the order 10−6. Considering that
most of the time only a small bandwidth of the highest photon energies of the spec-
trum is used decreases the the usable signal by two additional orders of magnitude.
This scaling in photon flux is the main reason to pursue HHG in solids as it scales
much better especially towards higher photon energies [13, 24, 25] but as a stable
source for experiments further development is still necessary [26].
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Spectral Isolation
The generation of XUV high-harmonics takes place every half-cycle of the laser if
the driving laser pulse is linearly polarized and strong enough to ionize electrons.
The XUV photon energy of each XUV pulse depends on the acquired kinetic energy
of the electrons and thus on the intensity of the laser. So an intense short laser pulse
generates a series of spectrally diverse XUV pulses. Because of their different spec-
tra the pulse with the highest photon energies can be selected spectrally by blocking
all lower energetic components. The bandwidth which is occupied by the most en-
ergetic half-cycle depends strongly on the CE-phase. In Fig. 2.1 the generated XUV
pulses are shown for three different cases. In a) a cosine pulse provides the highest
contrast between the strongest half-cycle and its neighbors. The electric field of the
3.6 fs pulse is shown with the XUV attosecond bursts demonstrating their different
energies and pulse durations. To the right, a measured XUV spectrum using a zirco-
nium filter which only transmits above 70 eV shows a selected spectral range above
70 eV. The spectrum is slightly modulated due to the residual contribution of the
other half cycles. In b) the same pulse with different CE-phase is used to generate
HHs. For the sine pulse two XUV pulses cover the same energy resulting in strong
modulation of the XUV spectrum. For longer pulse duration as e.g. in c) with 4.5 fs
the two XUV pulses have even less differences in their ionization step which increases
the contrast of the modulation. For a longer cosine pulse the unmodulated part of
the spectrum becomes smaller. So in order to get an isolated attosecond pulse only
a) provides the right conditions because of its CE-phase. According to the measured
spectrum in a) and in order to truly isolate one XUV pulse we would have to pick
a photon energy of 95 eV or more, but a weak side pulse can be tolerated in some
measurements.
For short broadband XUV pulses using a suitable metal filter provides the broadest
bandwidth, for longer pulses usually a dielectric multilayer mirror is used which
allows the selection of a specific photon energy with a few eV bandwidth. To elimi-
nate the NIR laser the mirror is still used in combination with a metal filter which
reflects the laser light.
Regarding the strong CE-phase dependence on the generated spectra or the corre-
sponding attosecond pulse trains shown in Fig. 2.1 it is also clear why it is crucial to
stabilize the CE-phase of the driving laser to ensure reproducible XUV pulse genera-
tion with each laser pulse. For more details about the experimental implementation
see Sec. 3.3.3.
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Figure 2.1: The figure demonstrates the CEP dependence of the generated HHs and the
generation of an isolated attosecond pulse by spectral filtering the highest energetic XUV
pulse in a) while b) and c) can only provide double pulses separated by a half-cycle of the
laser field. The figure is taken with permission from [27].
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2.3 Streaking Metrology
The next step after generating short XUV pulses is to measure and characterize
them. For attosecond pulses in the XUV the usual methods used for laser pulses
don’t work. One way to characterize the pulses is to cross–correlate the photo-
emission of the XUV with the driving laser field which results in a delay dependent
spectral trace which can be used to reconstruct both pulses. The method explained
here is called attosecond streaking.
The XUV pulse is focused into a gas target where it ionizes the atoms. In our case we
usually use neon as the target gas. The ionized electrons inherit the characteristics
of the pulse regarding energy, pulse duration and even chirp with the exception that
the kinetic energy is reduced by the binding energy of the original electron level.
For neon–2p this is 21.6 eV. The kinetic energy of the electrons is determined by
measuring their time–of–flight (ToF) from the gas ionization in the gas target to a
micro–channel–plate detector (MCP) where each electron is amplified and its time
of arrival measured. The kinetic energy is given by
Ekin =
mel
2
2(t− t0)2 (2.22)
where me is the electron mass, l the distance from the target to the detector, t the
arrival time and t0 the time of the ionization.
So far we are only able to measure the electron spectrum and therefore the XUV
spectrum of the pulse this way, but by overlapping the XUV focus with the laser and
by scanning their relative delay much more information can be extracted. Consider
that the XUV pulse generates the photo-electrons during the presence of the lin-
early polarized laser field. The electrons will not only wiggle but can acquire a net
momentum gain in the field direction depending on which time exactly the electron
is freed. The momentum gain is proportional to the vector potential A(t) of the
electric field
E(t) = −∂A
∂t
. (2.23)
For streaking we only consider the electrons emitted perpendicular to the laser prop-
agation in the plane of the electric field which is exactly how the ToF detector is set
up. Fig. 2.2 shows two extreme cases. The first one shows the maximum momentum
change when the electron is released at a zero crossing of the electric field of the
laser field. Depending on the half-cycle the momentum is up or down shifted. In this
17
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case the momentum is increased. Note that because the XUV pulse and thus the
electron wave-packet is not a delta-function the measured electron spectrum is also
broadened compared to the electron spectrum without the laser field. The second
part of the figure shows the case when the electron is released at the maximum of
the electric field. Here no net momentum is gained, but the measured spectrum is
broadened. And because it is the highest gradient of the vector potential the spec-
tral broadening of the electrons is strongest at this release time of a laser cycle. The
momentum of the electrons is recorded delay dependent and has the vector potential
of the laser field imprinted onto it.
So far we assumed an unchirped XUV pulse. For a chirped pulse the behavior be-
comes more interesting. The former uniform broadening caused by different release
times can now enhance or counteract the XUV chirp which is imprinted onto the
electron wave packet. Consider an XUV pulse which releases higher energy electrons
at lower times of t (negatively chirped) and the vector potential of the laser field
acting similar to the second part of Fig. 2.2 then the different spectral components
see a different net momentum gain such that the electrons end up with a reduced
energy spread because the higher energetic electrons are decelerated and the lower
ones are accelerated. A half-cycle earlier or later it is the opposite which leads to a
higher energy spread.
So we can conclude that attosecond streaking is sensitive not only to the XUV spec-
trum, but also to its phase which allows us to fully characterize the XUV pulse.
And as we obviously measure the vector potential of the laser pulse it can be char-
acterized completely as well. A delay scan of photo-electron spectra (spectrogram)
of a chirped attosecond pulse and its retrieval can be found in Fig. 4.2 on page 65.
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Figure 2.2: Delay dependent momentum shift of XUV photo-electrons: The momentum
shift is proportional to the vector potential at the time the electron becomes free. This
figure was provided by Dr. Schultze [28].
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Laser Development
Since the discovery and realization of the laser [9, 29] the progress in its technol-
ogy and development has been remarkable. While continuous wave lasers have had
a great impact on their own, mode-locked lasers [10] with nanosecond pulses per-
mitted to achieve higher intensities which opened up the field of nonlinear optics.
Since then, the peak intensity of laser systems covering various spectral ranges has
been steadily improved, by decreasing the pulse duration to picoseconds [30] and
later femtoseconds and by increasing the pulse energy by applying schemes like
chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [31], which permits higher pulse energies in the
gain medium. After a long period of dominance by liquid dye-lasers, diode pumped
Ti:sapphire lasers became the primary laser source for high intensity lasers. Solid-
state lasers are more robust and pushed the available pulse duration down to a few
femtoseconds [32]. Today, Ti:sapphire oscillators commonly deliver nJ-pulses with
pulse durations down to sub-5 fs [33]. At low repetition rates CPA-systems with sev-
eral Joules within a few tens of femtoseconds, surpassing one petawatt, are possible.
Such systems are commercially available and even more powerful ones are planned
in the framework of the European collaboration: The Extreme Light Infrastructure
– Nuclear Physics (ELI-NP), where the infrastructure for two 10 petawatt laser sys-
tems based on Ti:sapphire CPA is currently being built.
In order to decrease the pulse duration significantly, higher frequencies and broader
spectral bandwidth are necessary. This can be obtained via high-harmonic genera-
tion (see. section 2.2) and for isolated pulses it is very beneficial to drive the process
with close to single-cycle pulses. As HHG is a very nonlinear and quite inefficient
process, pulse energies in the µJ–mJ range are necessary for a reasonable photon
flux at kHz repetition rate. In the following, a short description of a commonly
20
used laser source is given. A slightly modified version serves as the starting point
for the development of the cryogenic cooled second stage in order to enhance the
pulse energy while maintaining the broadened octave spanning bandwidth and the
compression close to single-cycle pulse duration.
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3.1 Description of a Common Laser Source for
HHG
A popular laser source for isolated attosecond pulse generation [1, 34] is the Fem-
topower PRO CE-Phase HP/HR (Femtolasers Productions GmbH). Its usual output
parameters are 1 mJ pulses compressed to less than 25 fs at a repetition rate of 3 kHz
which can be carrier envelope phase (CEP) stabilized (see Sec. 3.3.3 for explanation
and description). These pulses are then spectrally broadened in a 250µm diameter
hollow core fiber filled with neon gas. A broader spectrum supports a shorter pulse,
as long as the dispersion is managed well. Ideally, the spectral components are all
in phase and form the Fourier-limited pulse given by the Fourier-transform of the
amplitude spectrum.
This can be achieved by chirped dielectric multilayer mirrors (chirped mirrors) that
compensate the dispersion of air and glass traversed by the laser pulses. In the visi-
ble and near infrared spectral region their dispersion is normal, inducing, so called,
positive chirp which means that higher frequencies are delayed compared to the
lower frequencies and the carrier frequency is time-dependent and thus chirped. Af-
ter recompression the pulse energy is typically around 400µJ and the pulses sub-5 fs
in duration. Pulses like these have been used very successfully for several experi-
ments in the energy range from 70 to 125 eV [5, 16, 35, 36].
The Femtopower (called ’amplifier’ in this section) itself is seeded with a Ti:Sapphire
oscillator, which is pumped by a continuous wave (cw), frequency doubled Nd:YVO4
laser (Verdi, Coherent). The oscillator is Kerr-lens mode-locked for pulsed operation
with a repetition rate of ≈ 80 Mhz and supports a broad spectrum with compressed
pulses down to 7 fs pulse duration. The pulses pass through a Faraday Isolator,
which suppresses the optical feedback from the amplifier to the oscillator, and a
10 cm SF-57 glass block, which stretches the pulses to more than 10 ps. These
chirped pulses are then amplified in a second Ti:Sapphire crystal in the amplifier.
The pulses are chirped in order to increase the damage threshold for the optics so
higher pulse energies can be reached; this setup is called chirped pulse amplifier.
This 9-pass multi-pass amplifier amplifies the pulse energy by six orders of magni-
tude, limited by the damage threshold of the crystal.
The amplifier crystal is pumped by a green (527 nm resp. 532 nm) Q-switched
frequency-doubled Nd:YLF laser (or alternatively by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
laser) and put in a small vacuum chamber to protect the crystal from dust and to
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allow it to be cooled to a temperature of ≈ 200 K. After the fourth pass a pulse
picker, a Pockels cell, is timed such that it selects single pulses, at the repetition
rate of the amplifier pump laser, from the rest of the MHz pulse train, and turns
their polarization by roughly 90◦. A Berek compensator which introduces an ad-
justable retardation and can thus be used as polarization compensator is used to
fine tune the polarization difference of the pulses to exactly 90◦ before the rest of
the pulse train is separated from the single pulse by a polarizer. After nine passes of
amplification the pulses enter the last part of the amplifier, the compressor. For this
amplifier the compressor consists of two pairs of prisms which provide the necessary
negative dispersion to compress the pulses.
To be able to reach 25 or even 20 fs pulse duration it is necessary to compensate the
higher orders of dispersion, which can e.g. be done as in this system by higher order
chirped mirrors, and to avoid spectral gain narrowing, caused by the non-uniform
gain in amplification [37], by using a suitable spectral filter in the seed beam. In
newer versions an acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF, ’Dazzler’,
Fastlite) is used to optimize spectral shape and dispersion [38, 39].
These 1 mJ, 25 fs pulses get spectrally broadened in a hollow core fiber setup and are
subsequently recompressed by a chirped mirror compressor to below 5 fs. A picture
of the hollow core fiber (HCF) setup is shown in Fig. 3.6 b) and the chirped mirror
setup is shown in Fig. C.1.
For isolated attosecond pulse generation it is crucial to have a sub-two cycle laser
pulse in order to be able to spectrally separate the highest energy pulse from the
others, for more details on HHG see section 2.2. For an isolated attosecond pulse
only the high energetic cutoff can be used. Some experiments require higher photon
energies, which for HHG scale with Ecutoff ∝ Imaxλ2. In order to reach higher cutoff
energies either higher intensity or a longer central wavelength of the driving laser are
necessary. For all experiments a high brilliance is desired as it improves statistics
and reduces the influence of slow temporal effects like temperature drifts.
Using lasers with longer wavelengths for HHG is still a quite new research field
as ultrashort optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (OPCPA) systems [40,
41, 42] suitable for isolated attosecond pulse generation still have to be improved
to serve as a stable source for XUV experiments. And although very high photon
energies can be reached this way the conversion efficiency is comparably low as it
scales with ∝ λ−5.5 [22].
Higher photon numbers and/or higher photon energies should be attainable with
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higher pulse energies without altering the other laser parameters, which is the tech-
nical goal in laser development of this thesis.
3.2 Design Considerations
As higher pulse energies from the Ti:Sapphire amplifier are wanted there are two
means to boost the energy. The first one is to amplify more, but most systems
work already close to the damage threshold of their optical components. In order to
achieve a higher output power it is either necessary to adjust the complete geometry
of the system or to add a second amplification stage with increased pump and seed
sizes which allow to amplify higher without risking damage. The second way is
to reduce the losses in the system, especially those which can’t be compensated
by more amplification. These are mainly the losses in the compressor. A prism
compressor is already quite efficient with a good transmission efficiency of ≈ 80 %.
The only compressor setups for mJ laser systems with higher transmission are bulk
glass compressors and broadband transmission gratings. Both options were realized
and optimized in the course of this thesis.
3.3 Two-Stage Amplifier with Glass Compressor
With these two options available, the present knowledge with a 10 Hz high en-
ergy laser system in house [43] which already uses a bulk glass compressor and the
prospect that the more rigid design of a bulk glass compressor provides a more stable
CE-phase, the negative dispersion setup was the first choice. The schematic design
of the setup is plotted in Fig. 3.1. The first amplifier stage is a modified Femtopower
as described in Sec. 3.1 and its detailed optical layout with implied changes thereof
is shown in Fig. A.1 on page 106. The amplifier is pumped by a Thales Etna at
4 kHz and delivers 1–1.2 mJ per pulse. Below 1 mJ the pulse to pulse stability de-
grades and more than 1.2 mJ increases the probability of amplifier crystal damages
dramaticially.
In order to amplify the near-infrared (NIR) pulses further they are sent to a second
Ti:Sapphire multipass amplifier which was built in cooperation with Thales Lasers
(now Thales Optronique) which is pumped by two Etna HP lasers in a crossed
configuration from both sides. Boosted to 4 mJ per pulse, the stretched and am-
plified pulses are sent through the glass block compressor which compresses them
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Figure 3.1: Schematic system setup of the two-stage amplifier with grism stretcher and
glass compressor
down to 200 fs and a set of eight chirped mirrors (CM38) provides the final compres-
sion. This setup with additional chirped mirrors avoids nonlinear effects caused by a
compressed pulse inside the bulk glass. The compressed pulses are then focused and
broadened in a neon-filled hollow-core fiber. Due to the higher intensity a differen-
tially pumped setup might provide better results then the common static setup see
Sec. 3.3.2 for more details. The generated white light pulses will be recompressed
to sub-5 fs and should contain around 1.5 mJ, which is three times more than the
standard Femtopower.
Damage threshold considerations for the crystal and the mirrors (≈ 10 J/cm2) and
more importantly the suppression of nonlinear effects in the gain medium and the
chamber windows of the second stage demand a pulse stretched to 25 ps and as
the glass compressor introduces positive dispersion a stretcher with negative disper-
sion is needed. In order to be incorporated in the existing Femtopower housing the
stretcher should be compact and if possible have high transmission in the ampli-
fied spectrum. A grating prism combination (grism) seems to be the best option
[44, 43]. It also allows to not only (pre-)compensate one order of dispersion but two,
but all dispersive elements in the setup have to be considered for the exact design.
In order to compress a 25 ps pulse with the typical Ti:Sa amplifier spectrum it takes
≈ 1.4*105 fs2 which corresponds to more than 3 meters of fused silica dispersion. The
compressor should be compact but induce minimal nonlinear effects inside the glass.
A physical measure of the accumulated nonlinear effect is given by the B integral:
B =
2pi
λ
∫
n2I(z)dz (3.1)
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a) b)
Figure 3.2: Top-view of the grism setup in a). The beam-path is indicated. The pink
coloring is from scattered laser light. b) shows the lined up glass blocks. Four SF57 glass
blocks (135 mm each), the F2 (110 mm) and the cube shaped fused silica block. Their
aperture is 70x70 mm2.
After taking all aspects into consideration the compressor was designed to consist of
4 times 135 mm of SF57 a highly dispersive heavy glass, 110 mm of F2 and 70 mm
plus 30 mm of fused silica. This is a compromise to keep the B-integral small while
keeping the setup compact. The long pulse is compressed fast and the shorter the
pulse becomes a less dispersive and less nonlinear glass is chosen. By avoiding the
(almost) compressed pulse inside the fused silica and using chirped mirrors for the
last step of the compression the B-integral can be reduced even further. After fixing
the compressor parameters all optical components in the system are known and the
grism parameters can be designed in such a way to precompensate the second and
third order dispersion. Gold blazed gratings and N-BK7 prisms with an apex angle of
37.7◦ spaced 1 mm apart form the two parts of the grism-stretcher. The angle of in-
cidence on the first surface and the distance between the two grisms can be adjusted
to optimize the compression. A picture of the grism setup and the glass blocks is
shown in Fig. 3.2. For more details see chapter 2. in [45]. The next section will focus
on the mentioned different parts and their realization towards the design parameters.
3.3.1 Amplification
As mentioned before, the amplification takes place in two stages; the first one is a
Femtopower with a redesigned stretcher and no compressor and the second stage
consists of four passes through a highly doped (α=4.4/cm) 6x6x8 mm3 brewster-
cut cryogenic cooled Ti:Sa-crystal placed in a high-vacuum chamber continuously
pumped by a 2 l ion getter pump. The cryogenic agent is pressurized helium. In use
the crystal temperature is ≈ 80 K at 100 W pump power. The original optical setup
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Figure 3.3: The development of the beam profile of the amplified beam in the 2nd stage
with the improved crystal holder. Shown are the profiles at the crystal position for the
next pass and the measured power at that position. So the picture in the middle shows
the beam profile after two passes of amplification with 7.2 W power at the crystal position
meaning it is the profile which will be amplified in the third pass of the amplifier. The
Output shows the beam profile after the last(forth) pass.
of the second amplifier is shown in Fig. A.5 on p. 110 and a picture of the chamber
and the optics are in Fig. 3.4 b) and c). The design is calculated for a 0.8 mJ, 25
ps input pulse to be amplified to 4 mJ. The amplification per pass starts at 1.6 and
drops due to saturation to 1.3 for the fourth pass. For this amplification the pump
volume or rather the beam diameter of the pump lasers is supposed to be around
1.5 to 2 mm and the seed size around 1 mm in the crystal.
In the beginning this target output power was hardly achievable and only with very
bad output beam profiles. The reason for the degradation of the beam profile was
due to strong thermal lensing caused by insufficient heat transport from the crystal
to the cool finger. A new crystal holder with better heat transport helped signif-
icantly to improve the system (see chapter 2 of [45] for details). The alignment
and optimization for the second-stage amplifier are complicated by a few things.
The first one being the thermal lens which results from the necessity to keep the
seed beam from diverging, which also leads to high intensity on the turning mirrors.
Furthermore, this means the alignment is strongly affected by any other change in
the system e.g. small changes in the divergence of the first stage. Additionally this
means it is difficult to keep the seed in the crystal at a similar size for each pass
(see Fig. 3.3). It is important to keep the intensity of the NIR-laser below damage
threshold, a too small beam could damage the crystal and has to be avoided, on the
other hand, a larger beam diameter experiences stronger wavefront errors caused by
the thermal lens which impairs the beam profile.
The second challenge is given by the ETNA HP pump lasers. These are Nd:Yag
lasers which deliver a quasi-gaussian beam profile, which is however very dependent
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Figure 3.4: a) Comparison between measured amplified output spectra of the common
positive dispersion setup and the negative dispersion setup at similar pulse energies: The
leading spectral components always see a slightly higher gain and thus causes a blue shift
of almost 10 nm for the neg. dispersion setup. b) Second stage vacuum chamber c) One
side of the second stage optics
on the pump current. The peak intensity of the pump beam stays constant over a
great range but the focal size increases with higher current, thus changing the pump
current is not an option to change the pump intensity. This of course can be handled
by a waveplate and a polarizer, but for adjusting the maximum achievable intensity
the focusing geometry has to be optimized each time. The 2nd stage is designed for
s-polarization, which makes the mirrors more efficient in the whole spectral range.
In order to image all the beams at the focus the beam has to be attenuated and due
to the polarization it takes at least two glass reflections (each 10 %) before filters can
be used to attenuate the beam further, even then nonlinear effects in the filter might
falsify the imaged beam profile if the beam is too intense. The achieved power for
each pass and the beam shapes in the crystal acquired with the new crystal holder
are plotted in Fig. 3.3.
As the pulse is negatively chirped for this CPA the blue components of the pulse
see a slightly higher inversion of the laser medium in each pass which leads to a blue
shifted amplified spectrum compared to a positively chirped system under similar
conditions. A comparison of recorded spectra is shown in Fig. 3.4 a). The red spec-
trum supports a 21.8 fs pulse. This duration, however, can only be reached if the
wavefront of the beam is not distorted and the pulse is dispersion free.
The compression was accomplished with the glass blocks mentioned above and di-
electric mirrors which were also designed to compensate the residual 4th order dis-
persion. Fine adjustments were made with the Dazzler, after a rough compression
was achieved by adapting the distance between the two grisms. At 4 mJ output-
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power of the 2nd stage a compression to 30 fs was the best result. The laser spectrum
supports much shorter pulses though. In order to narrow down the possible causes
the pulse after the first stage was compressed by bypassing the second amplifier
stage. The output of the 1st stage was well compressible to 22 fs. Pulse duration
characterization by single shot frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) of the
4 mJ result is shown in Fig. 3.5 a) and the sub-1 mJ cases with differently shaped
spectra are shown in b) and d). Besides the measured and retrieved spectrograms
of the pulse the input spectra (black dashed), the retrieved spectra (cyan) and the
retrieved spectra (red), using the marginal correction for second harmonic FROG,
are plotted over wavelength in nm. In subplot b), c) and d) the spectrograms are the
spectrally margin corrected versions. This margin correction is necessary because
the nonlinear response of the medium is not constant over the full bandwidth of
the spectrum thus usually less bandwidth gets retrieved. By using the input spec-
trum and calculating the consequential measured spectra this error can be corrected.
This works particularly well with low noise spectrograms. Naturally the retrieved
spectra from the corrected spectrogram are in better agreement with the reference
input spectrum. The inability to compress the pulse to its Fourier limit (a) despite
the fact that it works for the first stage output alone (b and d) reveals that the
difficulties with the compression have to be introduced in the second stage or are
due to the higher intensity and/or the bigger aperture used going through the glass
blocks.
To tackle this problem with higher pulse energy, a setup was tested, in which the
pulse was amplified to 1.0 mJ (instead of 0.8 mJ) and only two passes were used in
the second stage to amplify it up to 3 mJ which could be compressed to sub-24 fs,
as shown in Fig. 3.5 c), which is a big improvement compared to a). Additionally,
in order to achieve this result the dielectric mirrors after the glass blocks were ex-
changed for four 2” PD70-mirrors which were placed directly behind the glass blocks
before the telescope which reduced the beam size by a factor of 2.25, whereas the
CM38 mirrors were 1” mirror only usable with the smaller beam.
The complete compressor setup is not lossless, but with 85% from amplifier output
to compressor exit it is a very efficient compressor. For the next step towards iso-
lated attosecond pulses the spectral broadening in a noble gases, also called white
light generation, a sub-24 fs pulse with more than 2.4 mJ is available.
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Figure 3.5: Plotted are the measured and retrieved spectrograms (frequency over delay)
of a SH-FROG as well as the input spectrum (black dashed) and the retrieved spectrum
(cyan). The retrieval can be corrected by using the measured input spectrum as a reference
(marginal), which compensates e.g. a non-uniform nonlinearity of the measurement like
phase matching or a wavelength dependent nonlinear refractive index n2(λ). The spectra
retrieved this way are plotted in red. For a) the laser parameters are 3.3 mJ and the pulse
duration ≈ 30 fs achieved by the first four pass configuration; b) and d) with 1 mJ without
the 2nd amplifier stage show a almost perfect compression of 22 fs resp. 21 fs FWHM; c)
2.4 mJ using only two passes in the 2nd stage, pulses were compressed to 24 fs.
3.3.2 White Light Generation
White light generation in a hollow core fiber filled with gas is a complex process as
several nonlinear effects contribute to the evolution of the pulse. The most important
ones are self-focusing, field ionization, self-steepening, Raman scattering(if possible)
and of course the dominant effect for broadening, self-phase modulation (SPM). The
coupling from free propagation to the hollow core fiber (waveguide), the propagation
and dispersion of the pulse are also important in order to describe the whole picture
of the broadening process. A brief overview is e.g. given in [45] or in full detail in
Boyd’s Nonlinear Optics [11] and a sophisticated simulation is done e.g. in [46, 47].
For 1 mJ NIR laser systems there is a nice set of parameters which provide broad
spectra and well compressible pulses with fairly high transmission efficiencies ex-
ceeding 50 % [35]. For higher energy pulses [48] is a good example. With higher
pulse energy or more precisely higher intensity the nonlinear effects get stronger,
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which makes efficient coupling into a gas filled HCF with a typically inner diameter
of 250µm very difficult. One solution is to use fibers with bigger inner diameters
to reduce the peak intensity at the focus and nonlinear focusing or to use a dif-
ferentially pumped setup which allows coupling into the fiber in vacuum but still
provides broadening when the pressure increases inside the fiber. For even higher
power it might be useful to combine both approaches as e.g. Suda et al. [49] who
were able to reach 75 % throughput with more than 6 mJ pulse energy as output by
using a 2.2 m long argon filled HCF with an inner diameter of 500µm.
The spectral broadening for a Gaussian pulse is roughly given by:
δωmax = 0.86 ∆ω0
Leff
LNL
, (3.2)
where ∆ω0 is the 1/e half width and Leff the effective length of the nonlinear medium
defined as
Leff =
1− e−αL
α
. (3.3)
and LNL the nonlinear length
LNL =
cAeff
n2ω0P0
(3.4)
with c the speed of light, Aeff the effective mode area, the nonlinear refractive in-
dex n2, ω0 the central frequency and P0 the peak power of the pulse. For more
broadening either higher peak power is needed (smaller fiber) or a more nonlin-
ear medium or more of it (higher pressure/longer fiber/different gas), but there is
also a limit to the intensity which can be used. This limit is roughly given by the
multi-photon-ionization threshold given by the critical intensity:
Icr =
Pcr
A
=
pi(0.61λ)2
8n0n2pA
for neon≈ 2 · 1014 W
cm2 bar
(3.5)
White light generation in gases can also be done without the guiding of hollow core
fibers in a filament. Good examples are given by Stibenz et al. [50] with 8 fs pulses
with 4 mJ at 1 kHz and Chen et al. [51] with 5 fs and 0.7 mJ at the same rep. rate.
While using a filament is a bit simpler, using a hollow core fiber provides a prolon-
gated nonlinear interaction and even the losses help to maintain a nice beam mode.
A good overview of the two alternatives for mJ laser systems can be found here [52].
The superior stability and lower required intensity for similar broadening combined
with the more uniform beam profile is in our opinion more beneficial than the higher
power transmission filamentation provides.
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Figure 3.6: a) shows a schematic of the static pressure HCF setup, b) a picture of the
fiber chamber in the laboratory and c) shows the spectra and power before and after the
broadening.
Static Pressure Setup
The simpler and more commonly used setup for HCFs is the static pressure setup
which consists of an evacuable chamber, typically a tube, filled with a noble gas and
the HCF is placed in the chamber such that it serves as a straight waveguide for
the focused beam (schematic in Fig. 3.6 a)). With such a waveguide the nonlinear
interaction length is extended from the filament length to the waveguide length plus
about the half filament length increasing the accumulated effect. However it is dif-
ficult to find the right beam parameters to couple into the fiber efficiently as it is
not only defined by the focusing but also by the nonlinearities in the gas filament.
Self-focusing makes the focus smaller and shifts the focus position towards the lens.
Considering all this for the two-stage amplified beam a 400µm HCF with 1.2 meter
length was used. A typical spectrum for input pulses with 1.7 mJ and the broadened
output spectrum with 0.9 mJ using this fiber are plotted in Fig. 3.6 c). Using more
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input energy didn’t improve the output in terms of energy and mode hence not
the full energy was used. For the reduced input energy of 1.7 mJ the transmission
efficiency is still above 50 % which is good, but compared to the full energy available
the efficiency is only around 38 %. Also with only 3 mJ pulse energy output of the
second amplifier stage higher energies are in principle still available. In order to
achieve the best mode and efficiency possible it is crucial that the fiber is straight
and aligned perfectly to the laser beam. XY–stages at the entrance and the exit
of the fiber are used to position the fiber correctly. The setup is very sensitive to
the alignment of the front of the fiber which makes the use of stable high precision
stages advisable.
The classic static pressure setup works well for moderately amplified energy in the
second stage but seems to reach a limit around 1 mJ output power. Small improve-
ments might be possible with better fitting core diameters of the fiber and a better
focus profile, but big steps certainly need a different approach. For high power
lasers, differentially pumped fibers have reached the multi-mJ scale as shown in [49]
where up to 5.0 mJ were compressed. The scheme of differentially pumping the
fiber entrance was tested as well and the results will be presented next. It should
also be mentioned that using circularly polarized light instead of linearly polarized
light [53, 54] shows improvement with higher laser power as field strength and thus
ionization is reduced which is one of the limiting factors of this setup. However, for
HHG a linearly polarized electric field is necessary so the accelerated electron can
recombine with its parent ion to emit the high energy photon. Turning a circularly
polarized field back to linearly polarization becomes increasingly more difficult the
broader the spectrum of the field is, but once this is possible for the full broadened
and compressed spectrum this could be utilized as well.
Another option is the compression of different, spectrally separated, arms of the
white light [55]. Splitting up the laser power into multiple beams before broad-
ening and using different frequencies for each beam may allow to broaden each of
them in an optimized fiber for that wavelength and power. The separate beams
can be recombined before or after the chirped mirror compression and then be used
for experiments. This approach allows to scale the energy after the HCF and with
different frequencies, the covered bandwidth can be increased at the cost of a compli-
cated, interferometrically stable setup, which makes this approach technically very
challenging.
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Differentially Pumped Setup
As the pulse duration and beam profile results with the static approach for the
multi-mJ system were not as good as for the classic setup, a differentially pumped
HCF broadening scheme was tested. This means that the fiber is the sole connection
between two chambers. The first one is evacuated and pumped continuously and the
second one is filled with neon with an adjustable pressure. Neon is flowing through
the fiber and the steady state result is a pressure gradient. The pressure of the
gradient for a viscous gas is given by [56]
p(z) =
√
p20 +
z
L
(p2L − p20) (3.6)
where z is the position along the fiber, L is its length and p0 and pL are the pressures
of the chambers. For p0 = 0 the formula simplifies to p(z) = pL
√
z/L. To achieve
comparable broadening the accumulated nonlinearity can be compared:
psIs(z) =
l∫
0
p(z)(Id(z))dz (3.7)
Id and Is are the intensities of the differential respectively the static setup and l
is the desired ratio of the fiber lengths. Assuming Is(z) = Id(z) = I0 results in
L = 1.5, which means that the fiber in the differential setup has to be 50 % longer
to achieve the same broadening. In combination with a longer focal length for the
same fiber diameter due to the lack of filamentation makes this setup considerably
larger than the static pressure setup.
Although the first attempts with a mechanical solution for separating the two cham-
bers were unsuccessful (see. [45]) the colleagues Nagy and Simon in Go¨ttingen (Laser-
Laboratorium Go¨ttingen e.V.) demonstrated great results [57] with their differen-
tially pumped setup. In collaboration with them their setup was tested and adapted
to our needs. In the end a 2.5 meter long, 320µm core diameter fiber was used which
is stretched and fixed by glue at its ends, providing a straight waveguide. In the
static setup thick walled hollow core fibers are used to make it less flexible and utilize
its weight in order to lay perfectly in a straight support structure. Here however,
thin walled HCFs are used in order to keep its own weight low so that stretching it
provides a lower radius of curvature. Considering the force used to stretch it, the
radius is in the kilometer scale, making it almost perfectly straight. A schematic is
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Figure 3.7: A schematic of the differentially pumped setup is shown in a) with an
enlarged schematic of the tapered piece in front of the fiber. A picture of the real fiber,
front side, is shown in b).
shown in Fig. 3.7 a) and a photo in b).
The coupling in vacuum has the great advantage that the focus can be measured
accurately as it is not modified by self-focusing and filamentation. However, the
absence of nonlinear effects increases the demand for a nicely round and well sized
focus in order to couple into the fiber efficiently. As the mode of the laser used was
not Gaussian but slightly elliptical and astigmatic, the coupling was suboptimal. In
our first attempts we experienced some difficulties with the glue around the fiber.
Because the fiber is quite small, misalignment or displacement caused ablation of
the glue followed by a drastic performance loss. To avoid this risk in the future a
funnel like fiber piece with much bigger outer diameter was placed directly in front
of the stretched fiber without changing the in-coupling but preventing the glue from
being hit directly. A schematic of this is also shown in Fig. 3.7 a).
As the chirped mirrors support a spectrum not broader than from 530 to 1050 nm
additional broadening is not necessary. The neon pressure was adjusted to reach the
needed broadening but with a throughput of more than 1 mJ a pressure dependent
divergence of the out-coupled beam was noticed, which means self-focusing is occur-
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Figure 3.8: Beam profiles after differentially pumped fiber with 1.0–1.1 mJ refocused in
front of the focus at the same position: a) in vacuum b) with 1.0 bar neon and c) with
1.2 bar neon. d) shows a typical spectrum obtained with the differentially pumped setup
at a throughput of 1.1 mJ.
ring at the end of the fiber. The beam profiles for different pressures are shown in
Fig. 3.8. The measured beam profile increases in overall size and decreases in mode
quality with increasing pressure, as a result of the higher nonlinearity. Although the
differences are not dramatic this dependence endangers the day to day stability of
the system after the HCF. To avoid this effect we need a longer fiber, a setup with a
larger hollow core diameter, or differential pumping on the exit of the fiber as well.
At the time such a fiber was not available and in terms of length we are already at
the limit of the optical table. The results with this fiber are shown in Fig. 3.8 d).
The depicted spectrum is a typical spectrum and the throughput of a bit more than
one mJ was reproducible. With new fibers the transmission was sometimes signifi-
cantly higher, up to 1.6 mJ but it dropped within hours and was not reproducible.
So although the glue isn’t hit directly anymore there is still some damage, probably
temperature-induced, to the glue, which then impairs the coupling to the fiber. The
idea is very promising but a better technical solution is still necessary.
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3.3.3 Compression and CE-Phase Stabilization
After generating the white light with the hollow core fiber one crucial step is left
before it can be used for experiments. In order to have a short pulse we have to
control the spectral phase such that all the spectral components are in phase mean-
ing they arrive at the same time. Due to the bigger bandwidth, the difference in
dispersion n(ω) becomes larger resulting in different optical lengths l · n(ω) which
is equivalent with saying that frequencies with higher refractive index n(ω) travel
slower vph(ω) = ω/k = c/n(ω). For spectra shown in section 3.3.2 which support a
sub-5 fs pulse a few millimeters of fused silica are sufficient to disperse the frequen-
cies such that a 5 fs pulse becomes 100 fs long.
Typically, the beam propagates through windows and air before reaching the ex-
periment. All these have to be (pre-)compensated by a compressor. For relatively
small dispersion values special dielectric mirrors (chirped mirrors) have proven to
be the dominant solution so far [58, 59, 60]. Finding the exact match to compensate
the dispersion for this very broadband spectrum is not always straight-forward and
takes usually some iterations for a satisfying result. The group delay from mirror
reflections is not adjustable, and one can only add or subtract pairs of reflectors.
Therefore a thin wedge pair is added for fine adjustment of the material disper-
sion, the extra dispersion added to the system has to be compensated for by more
reflections on the chirped mirrors.
Metrology of fs-Pulses
In order to prove the existence of short pulses their pulse duration has to be deter-
mined. There are several techniques to measure pulse durations. Commonly used
are: Intensity Autocorrelation, Interferometric Autocorrelation, Spectral Phase In-
terferometry for Direct Electric-Field Reconstruction (SPIDER) [61] and Frequency
Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [62]. The first two suffer from the fact that they
can measure the pulse duration assuming a certain pulse shape, but provide no
information about the spectral phase which can be used to optimize the compres-
sion. SPIDER and FROG provide this information, however some mathematical
reconstruction is needed to retrieve it. All techniques use nonlinear processes whose
response is usually not uniform for all wavelengths so with increasing bandwidth
it gets more difficult to rely on these measurements. However, very short pulses
were measured successfully with both, SPIDER and FROG [63, 64]. The general
issue for broadband laser pulses and nonlinear effects is given by phase-matching
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and thus a spectrally dependent response. By reducing the thickness of the nonlin-
ear medium the phase matching condition becomes less limiting but at the cost of
overall signal. To retrieve the pulse parameters it is typically necessary to correct
the inhomogeneous nonlinear process. For some FROG techniques it becomes more
difficult to detect the whole generated signal which can be angularly chirped. So for
ultrashort pulses the effort to be able to rely on these measurements increases, but
done correctly they deliver the correct result.
However the best way to measure a waveform is to measure the electric wave di-
rectly. In this work a technique called attosecond optical streak camera (streaking)
by cross correlation is used to fully characterize the laser pulse which generates the
high harmonics (HH).
Attosecond-Streaking of fs-pulses
Attosecondstreaking is a powerful tool to characterize electron wave packets and
the optical light field which is streaking the electrons. A detailed explanation of the
method was presented earlier in section 2.2. An isolated short XUV pulse is used
to generate an electron wave packet by direct photoionization. The energy of the
XUV photons minus the workfunction of the bound electron determines the kinetic
energy of the electrons Ekin = ~ω −Wp. If the electrons are ionized in the presence
of an electromagnetic pulse, in other words experience the pulse only partially, the
net momentum gain is not zero. For a linearly polarized streaking pulse the vector
potential is mapped to the kinetic energy of the electrons on the axis of the polar-
ization. The energy of the electrons in this direction is measured via a time of flight
spectrometer. The kinetic energy of the electrons depends on the delay between the
two pulses. Changing the delay allows to scan the vector potential of the laser pulse.
A time of flight measurement is shown in Fig. 3.23 b) on page 58. The electric field
of the pulse is obtained by differentiation of the vector potential. It characterizes the
temporal behavior of the laser pulse at the time of flight spectrometer completely
and can even measure sub-cycle optical laser pulses [65]. So it is a very reliable tool
to measure short pulses as it measures directly the pulse itself.
It is however, not a single shot measurement and thus requires to reproduce iden-
tical conditions for each pulse which means that all parameters of the two pulses
and the delay between the two has to be stable or respectively stabilized. The delay
is handled by a feedback-controlled piezo and most of the laser parameters a quite
stable by themselves all but its carrier-envelope phase (CEP).
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Carrier Envelope Phase
When using long laser pulses and intensity-dependent effects the laser pulses are usu-
ally simplified to their intensity envelope as this is completely sufficient to describe
these effects. When looking at processes which depend not on the intensity but on
the electric field of the laser pulse it is necessary to look at the actual wave packet
and its electric field which forms the pulse. For an unchirped linearly polarized pulse
the electric field can be written as:
Ecar(t) = Eenv(t)cos(ω0t+ ϕ)
where Eenv is the pulse envelope ω0 is the central frequency of the pulse’s spectrum
and ϕ is the offset from the cosine to the maximum of the envelope called the carrier-
envelope phase. As long as the pulses are long the difference between different phases
has very little influence on observed physics but the shorter the pulse is the more
significant it becomes. A schematic of the CEP is shown in Fig. 3.9.
For a propagating pulse the CEP is typically not constant because the phase velocity
νph = ω/k with k being the wave vector and the group velocity νgr = ∂ω/∂k, the
speed of the pulse, are not the same so the carrier and the envelope travel at different
speeds. Another propagation phase effect is e.g. the Guoy-phase shift of a focused
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Figure 3.9: The relative position of the electric field of a short pulse in red and its
envelope in black define the CE-phase. For this pulse the ϕ is slightly bigger than pi/2.
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beam [66]. For streaking and high harmonic generation it is necessary to ensure that
every pulse has the same CEP.
In order to stabilize the CEP of a CPA laser system the phase has to be stabilized
from the very start in contrast to OPCPA systems which are seeded by a difference
frequency generated (DFG) seed. In an empty cavity the allowed modes are integer
multiples of the repetition rate frep which is the inverse of the round trip time T
frep =
1
T
,
or in other words the cavity length l is an integer multiple of each allowed wave-
length λ [67]. With dispersion however the cavity is not equal for all wavelengths
and the effective length becomes wavelength dependent. For linear dispersion this
corresponds to a constant frequency shift foffset of the frequency comb. Thus every
allowed mode can be written as
fn = nfrep + foffset , n ∈ N.
Of course not all modes carry energy. The gain medium, dispersion management,
alignment etc. define the actually amplified spectrum. A schematic spectrum with
frequency comb is shown in Fig. 3.10. The theoretically allowed modes are shown
in gray and the realized ones in black forming the spectrum(red).
The offset frequency foffset is directly related to the CE-phase shift for each round
trip and thus for each out-coupled pulse.
∆ϕ =
2pifoffset
frep
(3.8)
So in order to stabilize the CEP, foffset has to be stabilized. foffset is not only
dependent on internal parameters but also affected by external ones like vibrations
or temperature fluctuations, which change the cavity length. Two techniques used
to first measure and then stabilize the foffset which are used in this laser setup will
be presented next. Both techniques utilize frequency mixing to gain access to foffset .
f-to-zero CE-Phase Stabilization in the Oscillator
The f-to-zero technique [68] requires two steps, one optical and one electronic fre-
quency mixing to isolate the offset frequency. First, different frequencies of the laser
spectrum are combined nonlinearly in a crystal via difference frequency generation.
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The newly generated frequencies are given by
fm−k = fm − fk = mfrep + foffset − (kfrep + foffset) = (m− k)frep
which are obviously independent of foffset . If the laser spectrum is broad enough,
covering the same spectral area as the new frequencies, it will interfere with the dif-
ference frequency spectrum constructively or destructively depending on their phase
difference which is exactly ∆ϕ. A schematic overview of the frequencies involved
is shown in Fig. 3.10. The second step is to isolate the interfering spectral region,
measure foffset and use a feedback loop to control it.
In the laser setup the compressed broadband Ti:Sapphire oscillator is focused into
a periodically-poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal. It is quasi phase-matched to
optimize the difference frequency generation (DFG) above one micrometer wave-
length. Due to the high intensity the pulse spectrum also broadens via SPM, which
is necessary because the fundamental oscillator spectrum without it wouldn’t be
broad enough to interfere with the DFG signal. The spectral components are then
separated first by a dielectric mirror which reflects the seed for the amplifier but
transmits the blue and the infrared components which are then isolated by an ap-
propriate long pass filter. The infrared is then focused onto a fast photo-diode
measuring the phase-dependent intensity modulated pulses caused by the beating of
the two optical frequencies separated by foffset . In the laser system the reflected blue
part is used as a reference signal for the clock which triggers all electronic devices
used after the oscillator.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of frequency modes in the oscillator. Realized modes are black
with the intensity envelope in red. In order to determine foffset the difference frequency
fm−k is generated by mixing fm and fk in a suitable crystal. The frequency modes
resulting from the mixing process are shifted by foffset compared to the fundamental laser
modes. The beating frequency can be detected on a diode.
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The diode-signal is then coupled to an electronic locking box (Menlo Systems) which
compares the beat signal (foffset) with a reference frequency frep/4 to form an error
signal for the feedback which is applied to an acoustic optic modulator in the pump
beam of the oscillator. The pumping power affects the intra cavity dispersion of the
oscillator and thus serves as a mean to control the CE-phase.
By locking the foffset to frep/4, ∆ϕ is stabilized such that every fourth pulse has the
same CE-phase (see Eq. 3.8). With this setup it is not possible to stabilize every
pulse because the error signal would be injective and worthless for a feedback. There
are other techniques which overcome this drawback [69]. For this system however
it is insignificant as the pulse picker in the following amplifier picks exactly every
19500th pulse.
f-to-2f CE-Phase Stabilization
As attosecond experiments are not conducted with weak oscillator pulses, but with
strongly amplified, spectrally broadened and recompressed laser pulses stabilizing
the output of the oscillator is not sufficient. Throughout the whole laser setup
the pulses are susceptible to fluctuations which might also affect their CE-phase. So
after amplification and spectral broadening a second feedback is used to compensate
for fluctuations of the stabilized CE-phase. The technique is very similar to the one
described above it just utilizes a different nonlinear process, namely second harmonic
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Figure 3.11: Spectral interference between fundamental and second harmonic in the
spectral range of 455 nm to 485 nm. The Fourier-transform of the spectrum has an intensity
peak according to the delay between the pulses. A CE-phase change results in a change
of the phase difference between the two pulses moving the fringes (left and right) which is
described by the phase of the Fourier transform at the respective frequency.
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generation.
fSHG = 2fn = 2(nfrep + foffset)
Two infrared photons generate a blue photon which is then spectrally interfering
with the fundamental blue light. The difference of the new and the old frequency
comb is given by
fSHG − f2n = foffset
which leads to spectral interference depending on the CE-phase.
The actual setup is a bit simpler than for the oscillator. A weak reflection from
a glass wedge used for adjusting the dispersion for the white light compression is
focused into a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal and then refocused onto a spec-
trometer entrance slit. In order to adjust the intensities of the two beams a waveplate
and a polarizer are added before the spectrometer. As the incoming pulse is not
compressed interference between the fundamental and the second harmonic causes
spectral fringes. With fixed setup and alignment the delay between fundamental
and second harmonic is constant which makes changes in the CE-phase observable
as a change in the spectral position of the fringe peaks or mathematically as the
phase of the Fourier transform of the oscillation’s frequency. This can be used as
an error signal for a feedback loop which translates the small grism half in the laser
stretcher changing the dispersion to keep the CE-phase constant. A typical recorded
interference spectrum with fringes is shown in Fig. 3.11.
This measurement is used to compensate drifts in the system that occur in the CPA
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Figure 3.12: Plotted are the phase and the amplitude of the Fourier transformed f-to-
2f spectrum after broadening the laser pulses in a hollow core fiber. In a) only the fast
stabilization of the oscillator is switched on. A strong correlation between the two curves
is obvious. In b) the measured signal is used as a feedback for the Slow-loop stabilization
resulting in an in-loop error of 0.16 rad rms.
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Figure 3.13: Fast and Slow-loop stabilized CEP measurement in front of the HCF
showing almost a factor of four more stable error signal due to the better pulse to pulse
stability at this point in the laser system.
system but there are still some components after the f-to-2f measurement on its path
to the experiment and also e.g. power fluctuations can mimic CE-phase changes in
this measurement. Therefore a less stable laser produces a less stable signal and
feedback. This can be seen in Fig. 3.12 a) in which the changing CE-phase (black)
and the amplitude of the oscillations (red) is shown after the hollow core fiber with-
out the slow feedback loop. There is a clear correlation between the two. It is not
clear if the changing power, and thus the broadening causes a CE-phase shift, or if
the measurement is affected more severely as it uses the outer parts of the broadened
spectrum whose phase is more susceptible to power fluctuations. A phase measure-
ment with a stereo ATI could probably answer this question [70]. In Fig. 3.12 b) the
slow-loop is switched on and the measured in-loop phase is locked with 160 mrad
standard deviation which is not ideal but sufficient for attosecond experiments. As
the laser stability was not optimal after the HCF the phase was also measured be-
fore the spectral broadening in the HCF. In this case a small fraction of the beam
was used and broadened by focusing it into a fused silica plate. This white light is
then sent to the f-to-2f setup. This measurement is shown in Fig. 3.13. Comparing
Fig. 3.13 with Fig. 3.12 b) it is obvious that the laser is more stable visualized in
the stable FFT amplitude and that the measured phase is with 0.04 mrad standard
deviation by a factor of four significantly more stable. In summary, the CE-phase of
the two-stage amplifier with a dazzler seems to be very stable. In terms of stability,
power and pointing fluctuations and the HCF broadening make the system become
less stable. It is however completely sufficient for high harmonic generation and at-
tosecond streaking. The actual streaking measurements indicate a very stable CEP
as it is possible to take streaking measurements without using the slow loop. This
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means that the slow loop mainly has to stabilize small, slow drifts.
3.3.4 Challenges of this Setup
Most of the results presented in the sections above were acquired at reduced power
or limiting the amplification to fewer passes than presented in the original design.
In order to improve the setup and achieve the desired output power and stability a
different concept was developed. In the following part presents the challenges which
led to the decision for a different design and some technical problems which had to
be solved.
Cooling Issues
The laser system requires two stronger pump lasers (in total 110 W @ 4 kHz) than the
regular Femtopower and these come with power supplies and water-water chillers.
In order to make space and reduce the noise level in the laboratory all this equip-
ment was put outside of the lab in the front room with an access point to the newly
installed cooling water circuit. Especially the cryo-cooling of the second amplifica-
tion stage is quite noisy. It is also beneficial to remove these heat sources out of
the laser laboratory in order to guarantee a stable air temperature and thus reduce
drifts. The cooling water however is contaminated with black particles which are
apparently abrasions from the tank’s wall, which clog filters and cover the inside of
the water-lines.
Additionally the functionality of the system was poor in the beginning. The feedback
of the temperature regulation of the cooling water was insufficient and had to be
optimized to allow stable pump laser performance. After the feedback-parameters
for the big water circuit were adjusted a few times the water temperature is now
stable within the specifications of one half degree – often even better.
The heat was also a problem at a different part of the system, namely at the second
amplifying crystal. The setup provided by Thales showed too strong thermal lens-
ing. Lensing is necessary to keep the beam from diverging, but excessive thermal
lensing resulted in a terrible and unusable beam profile. The issue was solved by
replacing the thin copper crystal mount by a new, bulkier version which can trans-
port the heat away from the crystal to the cooling finger more efficiently. Photos of
both versions can be found in Fig. A.7 on page 112.
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Figure 3.14: Insufficient regulation of the cooling water circuit (left) shows changes of
2◦C within a few minutes which is too much and too fast for the connected chillers which
dependent on a stable cooling circuit; on the right is the comparison between the two
crystal holders in the second amplifier stage. The dependence of the measured crystal
temperature of the redesigned holder (blue) shows a huge improvement to the first version
(red) and reduced thermal lensing to a moderate level.
More detail on these two subjects can be found in chapter 2 of [45] but the two main
measurements are also shown in Fig. 3.14.
High Damage-Threshold Mirrors
In the second amplification stage, the IR-pulses are amplified using only the thermal
lens as focusing optic. This leads to very high intensities on the dielectric mirrors be-
tween the crystal passes. With 4 mJ, 25 ps and a FWHM beam size down to 500µm,
this exceeds the damage threshold of most mirrors. Thales installed the setup with
’TLMB’ mirrors from CVI which have an improved and guarantied damage thresh-
old of 1.3 J/cm2 for 46 fs pulses. For 25 ps-pulses it is an order or magnitude higher.
The reflectivity is above 99.8 % from 760–840 nm and their dispersion is designed
to be very low in the supported bandwidth. The only drawback is that this band-
width is hardly enough for our spectrum. Although the reflectivity may still be
very high the spectral phase can be highly nonlinear which makes it, even with
the Dazzler, very difficult to compress these spectral components. The theoretical
curve of the mirrors is shown in Fig. 3.15 in green dashed and blue for the phase.
The theoretical curve provided suggests a well behaved mirror reflection from 740
to 860 nm. Mirrors with these parameters (red) would be ideal for the laser system
(violet). However other coating runs show a huge wavelength shift (black). The
official specifications of the mirrors are R > 99.0 % from 740 to 860 nm. But even
if the black curve would meet the specifications, the phase error at 99% reflectivity
is intolerably high and makes these spectral components incompressible and thus
useless. Especially the spectral shift between the different stretcher–compressor
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Figure 3.15: Shown are the theoretical transmission (green dashed) and the spectral
phase (blue) for TLMB mirrors for 0◦ angle of incidence and two measured transmissions
for two different coating runs of this coating (black and red). Due to the deviations from
the theoretical curve several mirrors could not be used in the experimental setup.
schemes as shown in Fig. 3.4 means that some of the high reflecting mirrors can
only be used in one of the two configurations. For 45◦ angle of incidence (AoI)
mirrors, the limited supported bandwidth of the mirrors is even more problematic
if they are used with p-polarization which always supports less bandwidth for high
reflectors.
Beam Propagation
The toughest challenge is to broaden the multi-millijoule infrared laser efficiently.
The static setup showed a saturation in transmission when using more than 2 mJ
input energy. With the differentially pumped setup the focal properties limited the
achieved results, due to half closed irises etc. to attain a reasonable focus profile
to couple to these fibers. To find the source of this imperfect focus an extensive
investigation was conducted.
A parameter set with the initial conditions of this investigation is shown in Fig. 3.16.
This set was taken with reduced power; in most cases the beam was sent one pass
through the second amplifier with (1.5 mJ) or without (1.0 mJ) amplifying. Only one
pass was used as the thermal lensing plays such an important role for the alignment
of multiple passes that recollimating it properly would involve too many changes for
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a direct comparison. The columns of the figure represent three positions along the z-
axis. One in the focus (peak intensity) and one before and after this position. Please
notice the different zoom factors. For these measurements the laser was attenuated
first by using two glass reflections (each 10%) followed by a reflective neutral density
filter and finally absorptive filters directly in front of the camera. The different lines
1 pass pumped
compressed
1 pass unpumped
compressed
bypass crystal
compressed
before 
focus(x1.5)
in 
focus(x3)
behind 
focus
1 pass unpumped
no glass
1 pass unpumped 
bypass comp.
lens telescope
3 lenses 
unpumped
no glass
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
Figure 3.16: Tracing the source of the bad beam profile of the compressed pulse. Different
parts of the setup are bypassed in order to identify the source. The optics in the expanding
mirror telescope were identified as one source for the distortions.
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Figure 3.17: The glass blocks lead to a self-focusing pulse wavefront, which makes it
difficult to couple this beam efficiently to the hollow core fiber.
in Fig. 3.16 show multiple situations: a) is normal usage meaning the beam is am-
plified and compressed, b) not amplified, c) bypassed the second amplifier stage but
sent through the compressor, d) is like b) but with all the glass removed from the
compressor, e) goes even further by bypassing the compressor, telescopes and glass
blocks, completely and at f) a lens telescope replaced the first mirror telescope to
expand the beam. e) and f) show nicely that without amplification and not using
this compressor at all the focus quality is quite good. However, compressed a)–c)
the beam is inhomogeneous and has a non-Gaussian beam profile especially before
the focus and neither amplification nor bypassing the crystal chamber show a huge
difference, so the main degradation of the beam profile has to occur in the compres-
sor after amplification. A comparison of d) and f) shows that the spherical optics in
the telescopes are partially responsible and the comparison of a–c) with d) indicates
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a problem with the glass blocks.
The glass blocks were characterized interferometrically and all of them show a small
convex spherical deviation, but some have higher order distortions as well so the
four best candidates were selected for further use. The results of several surface
measurements of the glass blocks are shown in Appendix B. The spherical optics in
the telescopes which are used to expand the beam from 4 mm to 5 cm for the glass
block transmission and afterwards adjust the size suitable for one inch optics, where
checked one by one and a one inch optic and both three inch optics were replaced
or substituted. With the new configuration the focus looked much better so testing
with full power was the next step. The measurement was conducted with 14 W of
power. In Fig. 3.17 a similar measurement as in Fig. 3.16 is shown. The uncom-
pressed pulses without any glass blocks in a) and e) show a very nice focus, but with
increasing amounts of material and decreasing pulse duration clear self-focusing of
the beam becomes visible. Although the B integral (Eq. 3.1) is well below 1 cf. [45]
the effect seems to be very strong. The only option is to reduce the intensity which
in this case only leaves the option for bigger beam size which requires new and bigger
glass blocks.
When there is self-focusing one can also expect SPM. As the pulse is negatively
chirped SPM reduces the spectral bandwidth. To reduce SPM we used four re-
flections on positively chirped dielectric mirrors, each reflection +150 fs2 (PD70),
directly after the glass blocks, which confined the spectrally visible SPM to the lens
before the HCF and the air before the entrance window to the HCF-setup.
Considering that the usage of the second stage without focusing optics and the
stretcher-compressor setup caused quite a few challenges and that despite all efforts
the target parameters (1.5 mJ sub-5 fs) of the systems were still out of reach the
decision was made to use a different configuration to reach said parameters.
3.4 Two-Stage Amplifier with Transmission Grat-
ing Compressor
As presented in the previous section the problems with the negative dispersion setup
were so severe that the decision was made to try a different setup to achieve the
target parameters. The main issues were the coupled alignment of the passes in the
second stage which made it very difficult to optimize the beam size for each pass
and the unavoidable self-focusing in the glass block compressor even with reduced
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Figure 3.18: The one-pass efficiency of the transmission-gratings is plotted in a) and a
scanning electron microscope picture of the grating is shown in b). Both measurements
are provided by the Fraunhofer Institute of Applied Optics.
laser power. Naturally, the compressor should be as efficient as possible and the
only suitable alternative to the glass blocks is a transmission grating compressor.
In the past years the development of transmission gratings led to more efficient
broadband versions [71]. However, the dispersion introduced by a grating is quite
different from material dispersion as the amount of higher order dispersion is rela-
tively high. The natural solutions is to use a grating stretcher and compressor so
they almost cancel each other’s higher order dispersion (O¨ffner-type stretcher) but
a solution without a second grating pair was preferred.
Alternatively, using a glass stretcher and the Dazzler for the higher orders is an
option, but even with an upgraded version of the Dazzler, from WB800 to HR800
which doubles its phase capabilities, the stretching-compression is roughly limited
to 17 ps, as for a longer pulse the Dazzler cannot compensate the third and fourth
order dispersion. This is a bit shorter than before but as it was also planned to use a
spherical optic in each pass of the second amplifier to keep the seed size at 1 mm for
each pass the damage threshold should be very similar to the previous configuration.
Transmission-Gratings
The transmission gratings were produced by the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied
Optics. The grating period is 0.700µm (1428 lines/mm) and the angle of incidence
is 34.353◦ which is very close to the Littrow angle. The backsides are anti-reflection
coated and a second grating structure is used to reduce the losses on the grating
side by reducing the diffraction into other orders. The theoretical transmission as
well as a few measured points are shown in Fig. 3.18 a). The theoretical curve
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Figure 3.19: Photos of the transmission grating compressor a) and the new stretcher b).
The wavefront curvature of a Gaussian beam for different sizes is shown dependent on the
distance to the focus in c). The possible distance in the setup for spherical optics is 0.7
to 1.0 m from the focus.
claims a one pass efficiency of 97 % or more over the full bandwidth of the laser.
The measured values are of course a bit lower and the whole curve is shifted a bit
to the blue, but the overall efficiency is still good regarding the bandwidth of the
laser spectrum. Considering a measured spectrum (positive dispersion setup) and
the measured values for single pass transmission the 4 pass transmission through
the grating compressor should be above 86 %. In Fig. 3.18 b) is a SEM picture
of the grating surface. The 700 nm diffraction grating goes from left to right and
the efficiency improving grating (512 nm) from top to bottom. These data and the
picture were provided by the Fraunhofer institute.
Glass Stretcher
To stretch the pulses from a few fs to 17 ps, SF57 glass blocks are used because of
their high dispersion. One of the big 135 mm blocks from the old compressor plus a
wedged glass block pair whose optical path length can be adjusted by a piezo were
used. The latter serves as the new slow loop control (CEP) and was purchased from
Femtolasers. Two passes through these three glass blocks form the stretcher. All the
other dispersive optics along the way contribute slightly to the stretching as well.
The new stretcher fits in the same place as the grism and a picture of it is shown in
Fig. 3.19 b).
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Figure 3.20: Measured beam-profiles and the measured power for each pass are pre-
sented. Beam-profiles are measured at the crystal position thus the next pass. The
attenuated and magnified focus after compression and the total power in front of the HCF
is shown on the right side.
Focusing Optics for the Second-Stage Amplifier
In the first, negative dispersion setup, one of the main drawbacks was the lack of
possibilities to modify and adjust the beam sizes of each pass individually which
made aligning the second stage very unsatisfying as the end result was always a
compromise between the passes. As a solution, spherical focusing mirrors with a
similar coating as the high reflectors in the second stage were ordered and installed
in each pass. As these mirrors have to be placed near the Rayleigh range
zR =
piω20
λ
;
ω0 = 475µm
λ = 790 nm
}
=⇒ zR = 897 mm
of the beam, it is important to image the focus back into the crystal. The radius
of curvature (RoC) has to almost exactly fit to the beam waist in the focus (2ω0).
Placing the mirror a bit closer or farther away has very little influence therefore the
RoC has to be chosen carefully. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3.19 c). In the
end the focal beam size was set to just below 1 mm and the focusing optics with a
RoC of r = 2000 mm have been installed. Three passes of amplification were used
to reach more than 11 W output power. Their beam profiles are shown in Fig. 3.20
and compared to Fig. 3.3 they are more uniform and allow a nicer laser mode after
amplification which, in turn, can be coupled more efficiently to the HCF.
There are however still some distortions (not visible here) in the beam which seem to
be introduced by the gratings. It is not certain if these are due to the thin substrates
and some bending or maybe have something to do with the second grating structure
or are a result of the combination of both.
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With all these changes a new overview over the setup is shown in Fig. A.6 in the
appendix on page 111.
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Figure 3.21: Measured and retrieved spectrogram (frequency vertically, delay horizon-
tally) with FWHM pulse duration as well as the measured and retrieved spectra of the
SH-FROG are presented. The retrieved phase is fed to the Dazzler for compensation.
After two iterations the pulse is nicely compressed.
3.4.1 Amplification & Compression
With the new stretcher the system is positively chirped and the amplified spectrum
is shifted back to the red side. Typically the pulses get amplified to 1.1 mJ in the
first stage. For the second stage the primary goal is to keep a well-behaved beam
so the total amplification is slightly reduced compared to the former setup. After
two passes 11.4 W are reached. At 4 kHz this corresponds to almost 3 mJ per pulse.
The measured power after each pass and in front of the fiber are also indicated in
Fig. 3.20. After a crystal exchange in the second stage, the amplification was a bit
lower so three passes were used with slightly different pump power to get close to
3 mJ again. After compression in front of the hollow core fiber the pulses have a bit
more than 2 mJ energy and are compressed to 22 fs. A few steps are necessary to
get these nicely compressed pulses. After carefully checking the optical alignment of
the laser beam into and out of the compressor the grating compressor is fine-tuned
by optimizing a nonlinear effect e.g. filamentation in air. By focusing only a fraction
of the full power and observing the beam profile, the spectral broadening and the
amplitude of the filament’s noise at the repetition rate of the laser. The distance
between the gratings for the dispersion and asymmetries in the filament hint to
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angular chirp etc. so these can iteratively be optimized. With the calculated higher
order values applied by the Dazzler a pulse duration below 40 fs can be reached.
Adjusting the polynomial phase values with the Dazzler allows sub-30 fs pulses.
Due to the dielectric mirrors and possibly some other unknown sources there are
residual higher order distortions which can be addressed via the phase file of the
dazzler. With it, an arbitrary phase, within limits, can be imprinted onto the pulses.
The best way to use this is to measure the spectral phase of the pulses and use the
phase information to precompensate it with the Dazzler.
A second harmonic FROG was used to measure the pulses and extract the phase
information. It was fed back to the Dazzler with great success. The measured and
retrieved spectrograms, spectra and pulse durations are presented in Fig. 3.21. After
two iterations the pulse duration was reduced from 27 to 22 fs. As already mentioned
in section 3.3.2 it is difficult to retrieve the full bandwidth of the pulse without using
a measured spectrum as marginal correction for the retrieval. And thus using it the
retrieved spectra match the input spectrum almost perfectly. Although applying
the marginal reduces the retrieval error significantly it has almost no influence on
the retrieved pulse duration. The smaller error and increased agreement between
the measured and retrieved spectrum raise the confidence in the retrieval and the
pulse measurement.
In short, the two-stage Ti:Sapphire amplifier provides phase-stable 22 fs pulses with
2-2.2 mJ energy at 4 kHz repetition rate.
3.4.2 Spectral Broadening
For HHG and other applications a sub-2-cycle laser pulse is required corresponding
to a sub-5-fs pulse duration. So the NIR laser pulses are broadened via SPM in
an hollow core fiber. So far we only tested a static fiber setup with mixed success.
Different hollow core sizes (350/380/400µm 1.5 m long) were tried in combination
with different focal lengths (2000 and 2500 mm). The best result in terms of power
transmission with an inner fiber diameter of 380µm is shown in Fig. 3.22 in black.
The transmission is up to 1.5 mJ which makes the throughput efficiency close to
70 %. The broadening however is relatively weak on the spectral wings but covers
the bandwidth supported by the chirped mirror compressor.
With the 350µm fiber the achievable throughput is limited to 1.0 mJ but the broad-
ening is significantly better; see red line in the figure. Broadening beyond 400 nm on
the blue side is of minor interest for this system as the beam has to be transported
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Figure 3.22: Output spectra for two different setups with 2 mJ input energy. In black
1.5 mJ output through 380µm fiber with slightly chirped input pulse for better transmis-
sion and in red 1.0 mJ with compressed pulse and a 350µm fiber. The neon pressure for
both cases is 1.4 bar.
to the experiment with at least 10 metal mirror reflections (usually 14) before the
HHG and using aluminum which supports bluer components has too high losses on
the infrared side to keep the high pulse energy. However, a spectrum from 400 nm
to 1.1µm with more than 1 mJ is very desirable and should be possible by differen-
tially pumping the fiber in the near future. Broadening more by using higher neon
gas pressure does not work as the beam profile gets distorted similar as in Fig. 3.8,
which makes the beam unusable for transport and experiments.
3.4.3 Compression and Characterization
The spectrally broadened pulses were compressed with dielectric chirped mirrors
which compensate the dispersion of air and glass used for windows and wedges
for dispersion control. Different designs were tested and the two sets which were
used for experiments are explained in more detail in Appendix C. Both sets allowed
compression of the pulses below 5 fs and even below 4 fs under ideal conditions, char-
acterized by attosecond streaking. The efficiency of the chirped mirror compresser
plus recollimation with a spherical silver optic is at 80–85 % depending on the white
light spectrum. So after white light generation this system provides carrier envelope
stabilized sub 5 fs pulses with up to 1.2 mJ pulse energy at a repetition rate of 4 kHz.
This corresponds to two and a half times more pulse energy than the conventional
one-stage laser system provides.
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3.5 One-Stage Amplifier with Transmission Grat-
ing Compressor
After setting up the laser system of the previous section the laser was used for HHG
and streaking as well as for measurements to study the effects of laser intensities just
below damage threshold in fused silica. One part of this measurement studied the
transmission of photons between 95 and 115 eV [16] and it proved to be very difficult
to shift the cut-off energy of the HHG to this energy without hurting the stability.
Thus, the laser was used in a modified setup, bypassing the second amplifier stage.
Due to its components the system performed remarkably efficient and was due to
its simplicity also very stable.
In order to compensate for bypassing the second stage the first stage was pushed
closer to the limit to 1.15 mJ uncompressed output energy. The compression was ad-
justed, focusing and fiber diameter were reduced to the conventional setup f = 1.75 m
and 250µm with a length of 1.05 m. With 1.2 bar neon in the fiber a transmission of
almost 70 % up to 0.6 mJ of broadened white light was achieved. This is an excellent
value and probably mostly due to the better focus the transmission gratings pro-
vide compared to the prism compressors used in older versions of the Femtopower
laser systems. After the chirped mirror compressor 0.47 mJ of usable pulse energy
remained. A broadened spectrum using this setup with 1.4 bar neon is shown in
Fig. 3.23 a). This spectrum is optimized for HH counts at 130 eV so the broadening
is optimized towards the red side. A slight change of the third order dispersion with
the Dazzler would enhance the blue side. The third order dispersion can, to some
extent, change the intensity envelope of the pulse asymmetrically and the broaden-
ing is proportional to the gradient of the intensity envelope. Thus the broadening
can be adjusted in a minor way to favor one side if desired.
The measurement of the vector potential of the compressed pulse, after HHG, is
given in b). A scan of XUV-NIR delay over the NIR pulse duration allows the re-
trieval of the vector potential. For the evaluation the measured electron spectrum
at each delay step is fitted with a Gaussian and its center corresponds to the central
energy of that delay step. Differentiation results in the black line which represents
the electric field of the pulse, or more precisely its component in ToF direction. From
the electric field the intensity envelope is easily retrieved via Hilbert transformation.
The envelope is plotted in red and the FWHM of the pulse is measured to be 3.9 fs.
The overall pulse shape is very good as well. The trailing side of the pulse, at higher
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Figure 3.23: Pulse diagnostic of the single stage amplified pulses. The generated broad-
band spectrum after the HCF is shown in a) and a measured attosecond spectrogram is
presented in b). The retrieved electric field is plotted in black and the intensity envelope
with an offset in red. The retrieved FWHM pulse duration after HHG is 3.9 fs.
delays, is very clean; the leading side shows some weak pre-pulses resulting from
imperfect compression. There seems to be an odd higher-order phase which is not
compensated by the mirrors, with the two-stage amplifier the same feature is present
but seems to be a bit worse. The chirped mirrors also contribute to the pre-pulses
in a different way. With the broad spectrum shown in a) the whole supported band-
width of the dielectric mirrors is used. As the spectral phase introduced typically
deviates from the desired phase long before the reflectivity drops to zero the edges
of the reflected spectrum are usually strongly chirped resulting in a weak pedestal.
This could be avoided by a narrower spectrum or more broadband mirrors, but both
approaches would most likely not result in a better pulse. A narrower spectrum will
only support a slightly longer pulse whereas more broadband mirrors make it neces-
sary to use more reflections which increases the amount of accumulated phase errors
between the mirrors and the pulse as it is very difficult to match them perfectly.
The stability of the system was very convincing and performing phase stable mea-
surements during daylight hours was common in contrast to other lasers in the same
laboratory. Apart from recurring damages of the oscillator’s Ti:Sa-crystal and the
PPLN-crystal used for CEP-stabilization, which made moving the damaged crystal
and small re-optimization of the amplifier necessary, this system was as close to a
’turn-key system’ as one can expect it from a 0.5 mJ 4 fs laser system. Of course
actually switching the system off and on requires re-thermalization which takes at
least half a day. But keeping the system running (unseeded) proved to provide a
stable laser source less than an hour after seeding the amplifier. To a lesser degree
this applies to the two-stage system of the previous section as well.
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3.6 Summary, Discussion and Further Develop-
ment
In order to increase the output power of the Ti:Sa laser system a second cryogenic
cooled amplifier stage was added. Two different dispersion management setups were
tested. The first used a grism stretcher and glass block compressor. Although the
efficiency of the compressor was, with more than 85 %, very high the beam was
distorted by the transmission through the glass blocks and good pulse compression
was limited to half the available power. The second setup used a glass stretcher and
transmission gratings for compression. The efficiency is comparable and the beam
quality after compression was improved by a lot. By fine-tuning the Dazzler, a 3 mJ
22 fs 4 kHz system was set up. The pulses are CE-phase stabilized, broadened and
compressed to sub-2-cycle pulse duration with more than 1 mJ pulse energy pro-
viding a powerful laser source for nonlinear applications especially HHG and thus
attosecond spectroscopy. Quite a few laser systems with more than 1 mJ and a pulse
duration with less than 6 fs have been published. Mashiko et al. [72] show a phase
stable 1 kHz laser system with 1.2 mJ and 5.6 fs pulses from a CPA stage cooled
with liquid nitrogen. A very similar system was presented by Sung et al. [73]. Very
recently Jullien et al. [74] presented a contrast cleaned 22 fs 8 mJ Ti:Sa.-laser system
at 1 kHz with phase stabilization. If they find an efficient way to broaden this pulse
they might be able to generate 4 mJ sub-5 fs pulses soon.
Careful redesign of the stretcher-compressor setup led to mJ pulse energies at a
higher repetition of 4 kHz with a pulse quality close to the commonly used 400µJ
laser sources [35]. Although 1 mJ systems with slightly better compression of 3.7 fs
[75] have been shown in the meantime this can also be achieved by the laser system
presented here if the chirped mirror compression can be pushed closer to the opti-
mum. With minor adjustments the energy of the Ti:sapphire laser can be increased
further but a better scalable broadening scheme is needed first in order to be able
to use this energy. Differentially pumped hollow core fibers promise an improve-
ment for efficient spectral broadening for higher pulse energies while improving the
outgoing mode of the HCF-setup [49, 56]. Differential pumping will be tested and
implemented again in the near future promising a more efficient coupling to the fiber
which leads to higher transmission and more broadening. Pumping the back side
of the fiber will prevent self-focusing which is observable for this pulse energy, the
pressure, and the fiber size used in the current setup. The problematic incoupling
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and the self-focusing put a limit to the spectral broadening which will be overcome
by implementing such a system and a broader spectrum supports shorter pulses.
There are other ideas to generate a gradient in the hollow core fiber e.g. with a tem-
perature gradient [76] along the fiber where a high temperature increases the critical
power and thus has a similar effect as decreasing the pressure. While this doesn’t
consume gas constantly the technical implementation with the high temperatures
necessary is not trivial and the time demands for reaching the temperatures after
exchanging the gas etc. are very inconvenient as well.
With the new differentially pumped system spectral broadening with mJ energies
covering 400–1100 nm will be possible. Such a broad spectrum is not easy to com-
press with one set of mirrors alone because of the huge bandwidth but with a two
channel synthesizer which is already in development it will be possible to get close
to 3 fs pulse duration as demonstrated by [55].
On the road to sub-2-cycle laser pulses with even higher pulse energies the biggest
challenge is the scalability of the spectral broadening after the CPA. One likely solu-
tion is to use non-collinear OPCPA systems instead which broaden the spectrum at
the beginning of the amplification chain and use different phase-matching conditions
in the amplification stages to preserve the high bandwidth. Using different crystals,
phase-matching angles [77] or different pump wavelengths [78] can be used for that
purpose. Integrating these approaches into existing high energy systems [79] is the
current development of ultrafast OPCPAs. Increasing the average power will follow
in time and multi-millijoule sub-2-cycle laser pulses at kHz repetition rate will be-
come available.
But right now CPA systems like the two-stage laser system with the demonstrated
parameters are the state of the art sources which allow attosecond spectroscopy at
higher photon energies with high photon flux. The next chapter will describe the
first applications of the system starting with HHG and streaking as the first step
for attosecond experiments.
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The development of ultra-short laser pulses and the increasing control over laser
pulse parameters grant access to many new phenomena. Predominantly, the high
intensities are enabling the use and study of nonlinear effects. Utilizing terawatt,
few femtosecond laser pulses in a highly nonlinear process called high-harmonic
generation (HHG) converts energy to much higher frequencies, which can be used
to form light pulses down to pulse durations of sub-100 attoseconds [36, 80]. These
short pulses can be used for pump probe experiments to study ultrafast processes,
mostly electron dynamics, with a temporal accuracy down to a few attoseconds [5, 7].
With higher photon energies and flux the study of inner shell electrons and their
interactions draw high interest. Solving the course of the (multi-)electron response
needs a very high temporal resolution provided by attosecond spectroscopy. An
introduction to isolated attosecond pulse generation and characterization is given in
Sec. 2.2 and 2.3. The results achieved with the laser systems described in chapter 3
are presented here.
4.1 Experimental HHG
The compressed laser systems described in chapter 3 are sent into a vacuum sys-
tem to avoid dispersion and are transported to the experimental attosecond setups.
The Attosecond-Beamlines (AS) are placed in the room below the laser laboratory.
This allows to work on the beamline without the laser running in the same room. It
makes a longer beam transport necessary but this can also be used to reach different
end stations. So at the moment it is possible to reach three different vacuum setups
this way. AS2 is used for atoms and molecules in the gas phase and also for transient
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absorption spectroscopy of thin dielectric solids, AS3 is an ultra high vacuum setup
for streaking of solids with in-vacuum target preparation etc. and AS4 is currently
under reconstruction to utilize the developed ultrashort infrared OPCPA system
for attosecond experiments [81] but was previously used for various side projects.
The results presented here are all taken at AS2. A schematic of this beamline is
shown in App. A.3 and more details can be found in [82, 83]. This beamline is a
bit unconventional as the XUV and the driving NIR laser take separated paths and
don’t propagate collinear from the generation of the XUV to the experiment. The
two beams are spatially separated into two arms of an interferometer by perforated
mirrors utilizing the smaller divergence of the HHs. This allows e.g. to refocus the
NIR laser without influencing the short XUV pulse. The paths have to be inter-
ferometrically stable. This setup allows a variety of new experiments. Another big
difference is the angle of incidence on the XUV mirror. Whereas in the collinear
double-mirror setup spherical mirrors close to zero degree are used, AS2 uses a flat
multilayer mirror under 45◦ or three metallic mirrors with 75◦ AoI for a very short
broadband pulse. The two arms are recombined by a second perforated mirror and
then focused by a toroidal mirror with about 1 m focal length which is much longer
than in the typical collinear setup.
The high harmonics are generated in the chamber directly before. For focal lengths
below f = 60 cm the focusing optic can be installed directly in front of the HHG-
target for longer focal lengths a flat folding mirror has to be used. The chamber
itself would support a bigger distance but the placement of the HHG-target is not
very flexible as the focus position is imaged below the time-of-flight detector and
this has to work for both arms simultaneously. So changing the HHG-target position
significantly demands huge changes further down the beam-path.
The HHG-target consists of a pre-drilled (200–300µm) stainless steel tube. It can
be squeezed before drilling so the interaction length can be modified between 1–
3 mm. Typical backing pressures are up to 250 mbar for neon. For higher pressures
a differentially pumping stage would be necessary. Using the target with an high
power laser widens the hole in the target over time changing the pressure conditions
and coats the optics close by with the tube’s metals. Thus the targets and the
mirrors have to be replaced on a regular basis. As the slow change and replacing
the HHG target disrupts experiments pre-drilled ceramic targets with even higher
damage threshold are likely to be used in the near future.
For diagnostic purposes of the HH radiation grazing incidence metal mirrors (gold,
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nickel) can be moved into the beam before the XUV mirror to either look at the
XUV beamprofile, filtered by suitable thin filters, or look at the XUV spectrum
via a flat field grating (Hitachi flat-field grating 001-0266). Both are detected by a
cooled XUV-CCD camera. The chip is not in the focal plane of the grating and no
slit is imaged onto it so the resolution is quite limited, but the whole spectrum is
measurable simultaneously. A similar spectrometer is set up properly in the exper-
imental chamber with high spectral resolution.
The CCD camera not only detects XUV photons but also the NIR photons. There-
fore the laser has to be suppressed while avoiding too high losses of the XUV. Thin
foils of metal are ideal because they reflect the laser. These have to be thin otherwise
the absorption of the XUV is too strong and the attenuation becomes too high. The
transmission for different materials is plotted in Fig. 4.1. Aluminum and silicon have
sharp absorption edges at 73 eV resp. 100 eV which are used as reference to calibrate
the spectrum. The next usable material for a sharp edge is boron at 190 eV. On the
first filter in the beam-path the laser intensity is still high and some materials are
more resistant to the laser than others. Palladium is very good, molybdenum and
zirconium are used successfully as well. Metals and other materials which absorb the
laser to a higher degree have to be protected by a thin layer of the above mentioned
ones or they get destroyed very quickly.
The contents of the HHG-chamber are two motorized mirrors, an iris aperture the
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Figure 4.1: The transmission through various thin filters. In a) the XUV transmission
of materials with sharp absorption edges used for energy calibration of the spectrometer
are shown. The transmission for three commonly used metals for suppression of the IR
laser and for Parylene is plotted in b). Parylene (C8H8) is often used as a substrate for
brittle metals or very thin films. All data is from the Center of X-ray Optics [84].
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focusing mirror, eventual folding mirrors and the target on a xyz-translation stage.
The parameters to optimize the HHG are the aperture for fine adjustments of the
intensity, the translation stage, mostly z, for the optimal positioning of the target.
The direction, or the pointing of the XUV beam, has to reproduced with the mirrors
before the HHG target. Else the subsequent interferometer changes causing spatial
and temporal mismatches and of course the XUV beam has to be aligned through
the small holes in the perforated mirrors.
Laser pulse compression, CE-phase and gas backing pressure are further parameters
which influence the HHG.
Ideally the photon flux after the XUV mirror would be optimized, but depending
on the XUV optic the count rate might be rather low and it is much more practical
to optimize on a faster obtained signal. Optimizing the intensity of the beamprofile
on the CCD camera is a good choice provided the observed spectrum fits to the one
selected by the mirror. If the observed spectrum contains the much more intense
lower order HHs the influence of changes of the above mentioned parameters can
be misleading. Also for most of the experiments an isolated attosecond pulse is
required.
Observing the XUV spectrum can be used to find the right phase (stabilized CE-
phase required) to produce an unmodulated spectrum tuned to the XUV mirror in
use and to optimize the photon counts at the same time.
4.1.1 Results
When the two-stage system first started working properly and became usable for
HHG, characterization and streaking of broadband XUV spectra were conducted
first. A 150µm thin molybdenum (>70 eV) or palladium filter (>100 eV) were used
to suppress the laser and the lower energy pulse train. To keep a broad spectrum
three reflections with angle of incidence of 75 degree on rhodium mirrors were used
in the interferometer. More details about these mirrors can be found in chapter
4 of [83]. The three reflections combined offer more than 30 % reflectivity for the
whole bandwidth from 90 to 140 eV. A multilayer optic can reach these values only
close to the silicon edge for a very narrow bandwidth. In the measurement shown in
Fig. 4.2 these mirrors and an 150 nm thin molybdenum filter were used for spectral
selection. The recorded, background corrected and energy calibrated measurement
is shown in a). Depicted is the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons depending on the
delay relative to the IR-streaking field. The pulse was retrieved via FROG CRAB
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Figure 4.2: Measured broadband XUV streaking trace in a) with rhodium mirrors and
150 nm Mo-filter. The retrieved spectrogram b) and the spectrum and its phase in c) and
the temporal pulse shape in d). For comparison the perfectly compressed pulse is shown
as well.
(Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating for Complete Reconstruction of Attosecond
Bursts) program called AttoGram by J. Gagnon [85]. This FROG like reconstruction
retrieved the pulse very well. The trace is shown in b) and the retrieved electron
spectrum is plotted in c) along with its phase. Clearly the pulse is not completely
compressed but positively chirped. The chirp is due to the attochirp [86] caused
by the generation. It is partially compensated by the thin metal filter but it would
require more material to compress the pulse closer to its limit at the expense of
photon flux. The retrieved pulse duration with 203 as and the Fourier-limit (60 as) of
the corresponding XUV spectrum are plotted in d). The kinetic energy is calculated
with the measured time of flight of the electrons referenced to time zero defined by
the ’light peak’ caused by a few photons hitting the MCP.
Ekin =
mel
2
2(t− t0)2
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Figure 4.3: Measured XUV photon spectra generated in helium shown in blue and green
for different CE-phases and in black unstabilizied. The theoretical detection efficiency is
given by the dotted line.
l is the length of the drift tube and t the measured time of flight.
The low energy electrons fit perfectly to the Mo-filter shifted by the ionization en-
ergy of the used neon gas (21.6 eV for neon-2p electrons). In the just mentioned
experiment neon gas was used as HHG target gas and as target for the HHs for
streaking. In order to reach higher photon energies helium can be used in the HHG
target. The higher ionization energy of helium allows higher intensities and thus
leads to higher photon energies see Eq. 2.21. Obviously less ionized electrons gener-
ate less HH radiation. So while an increased cut off can be expected the HH-flux will
decrease. A measurement of the HH spectrum using helium is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Photon energies up to 170 eV were detected with relatively high intensity in the
cut-off region of 150 eV [87]. CE-phase effects were strong and clearly visible for
the spectra shown here, in contrast to spectra recorded by Ishii et al. [88] at higher
photon energies. But as shown in these and other publications [89] helium pressures
have to be much higher as neon pressures to work efficiently for HHG. Helium also
is more difficult to pump than neon. At kHz repetition rate pulsed nozzles can’t be
used in pulsed mode like for lower repetition rate high power lasers which makes it
very challenging to apply a continuous high helium pressure for a HH-target.
For neon typical backing pressures in the used targets are between 100 and 200 mbar.
For helium around 100 mbar was the maximum for stable operation. For a few sec-
onds higher pressures could be applied which showed a quite linear gain of HHs
with pressure. Ideal pressure for the setup is at 1.5 bar according to [89]. Without a
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Figure 4.4: Recorded HH spectra for 130 mbar neon (black) and 95 mbar helium (red)
produced by a 4.5 fs 600µJ laser pulse focused with f=800 mm, both optimized for highest
photon energies detected
decent differentially pumped HH-target helium will not produce the necessary XUV
flux for experiments with a multi kHz laser system.
In Fig. 4.4 a comparison between the optimized HH-flux of helium at 95 mbar and
neon at 130 mbar is shown spectrally. As expected the helium has relatively more
components at higher photon energies but is on average two orders of magnitude
below the neon generated HHs. Of course neon is used at optimal pressure con-
ditions, the counts (for more than 120 eV) decrease with higher pressure whereas
the helium pressure is far from the optimal value. These results were all obtained
with the negative chirped two-stage amplifier setup the following measurements were
obtained using the one-stage version using the transmission grating compressor for
compression.
HH-Flux
High harmonic generation is not a very efficient process but the experimentally
achieved pulse energies are of great interest in order to plan experiments. There
are different possibilities to determine the generated photon numbers. The photon
flux can be derived by using a photo diode [36, 90]. Alternatively using a CCD
camera and recording an XUV spectrum can be used to determine the measured
and generated number of photons [91]. The big advantage of this approach is that
a spectrally resolved information about the pulse energy is obtained.
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In order to do it correctly all steps from the generation to the recorded calibrated
spectrum have to be accounted for. In the presented setup the generated XUV-
photons get first reflected by a metal mirror then diffracted by a flat field grating
and pass through two metal filters of 500µm zirconium before they get eventually
absorbed by the CCD camera. Then the generated charge is converted into counts.
For the used CCD camera four electrons generate one count. The number of electrons
per photon is photon-energy dependent. For the photon-energies measured one
electron per 3.65 eV photon-energy is generated [92]. The detection efficiency of the
chip is, according to the supplier, roughly 45 % in the energy range between 50 and
150 eV. The grating efficiency is around 20 % [83] and the transmission curves for
the filters are taken from the center of x-ray optics [84] as is the reflectivity for the
metal mirror with an angle of incidence of 80 degrees. Using all this information
leads to Fig. 4.5 a) where the pulse energy per eV is plotted. For the energy range
from 110 to 130 eV 5.5 pJ are evaluated. As ideal transmission and reflectivity of
the optics were used for the correction this might underestimate the real value a bit
as the metal surfaces age and get contaminated or even altered by the beam itself
over time which causes higher losses which has been observed in the laboratory. The
beam profile depicted in Fig. 4.5 a) was taken with a palladium filter, thus only the
photons above 100 eV are transmitted. The central energy is at 120 eV. It shows a
remarkably nice XUV-beam profile which is almost perfectly round. The size can
easily be estimated by the shadow given by the hole of the perforated mirror. The
hole is 2 mm in diameter which makes the beam’s 1/e2 about 0.5 mm. The mirror is
placed one meter behind the high harmonic generation target. Thus the divergence
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Figure 4.5: The measured and back-calculated generated photon flux is plotted in a).
The beamprofile for 100–150 eV is shown as well. In b) the theoretical reflectivity and
phase of the XUV multilayer mirror used in this thesis are plotted.
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angle is
θdiv = arctan
ω(z)
z
≈ ω(z)
z
= 2.5 · 10−4
with ω the beam waist radius and z the distance from the focus. For an ideal Gaus-
sian beam this means the diameter of the generating volume is 28µm. The beam
diameter of the driving NIR laser was measured to be bit more than twice as big.
This small divergence reduces the losses at the hole of the second perforated mirror
because less photons are clipped by this aperture. This is crucial for experiments,
at this beam-line, which need a high XUV photon flux.
Small distortions in the beam quality of the driving laser e.g. a small astigmatism
is passed on to the profile of the HHs. For higher harmonics the distortions become
increasingly worse. So keeping the beam well behaved is of paramount importance
e.g. any distortions of the flat and spherical mirrors have to be avoided e.g. caused by
too tight set screws in mirror mounts. The high amount of optics in vacuum cham-
bers, some of which are difficult to inspect, especially the turning mirrors in the
cubes, makes it sometimes difficult to detect a bad or damaged optical component.
130 eV Streakings
As shown in Fig. 4.5 a) the CE-phase stabilized laser generates a reasonable photon
flux above 120 eV photon energy. Some experiments prefer higher photon energies
as it reduces the electron background in the region of interest due to above thresh-
old ionization caused by an intense laser field. The XUV mirror design is shown in
Fig. 4.5 b). The mirror works under 45 degrees angle of incidence and is designed
in combination with a 150µm palladium filter. Together they have 6 % efficiency at
130 eV and a FWHM bandwidth of 7.6 eV supporting a pulse duration just below
330 as.
Ionization Gating in HHG
With the development of ultra short laser pulses with more and more pulse energy
isolated attosecond pulses have been generated by different techniques. For longer
driving pulses gating techniques, typically with polarization [93], have been used.
Nature itself helps out with isolated attosecond pulse generation via ionization gat-
ing, which, in short, means that the ionization of the plasma affects the phase
matching of the high harmonic generation such that the later half-cycles don’t or
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hardly contribute to the harmonics. More details about ionization gating can be
found in Abel et al. [94]. Two instructive figures from said paper are shown in
Fig. 4.6. In a) the classic attosecond pulse train generation is illustrated and in b)
the ionization gating case. With higher intensities it grants a bigger difference in
cut-off energies of the HH-generating half-cycles than the classic case. A simulation
for their 8 femtosecond pulse is shown in c). The ionization rate is dashed in red, the
phase matching for the cut-off energies is dotted in blue and the time dependence
of trajectories actually producing these photon energies are plotted in black. So the
amplitude of the generated photon energies can be affected severely by ionization.
For HHG at very high intensities ionization gating is crucial to understand the gen-
erated attosecond pulses [90]. A recent study provides experimental insight into the
exact effect of ionization from pulse to pulse in an attosecond pulse train [95].
In the following a few measurements are presented which show that ionization
gating plays an important role in the HHG process with the laser parameters used
and described in section 3.5.
Fig. 4.7 a) shows a calibrated streaking spectrogram using the 130 eV mirror from
Fig. 4.5 b). This streaking is taken with neon gas so the ionization energy is
E2p = 21.6 eV for the 2p electrons and E2s = 48.5 eV for the 2s electrons. The
2s line is always weaker than the 2p line due to a lower XUV cross section and the
photoemission distribution. In this spectrogram it is barely visible and hidden in
the noise. The main characteristic of this streaking is that it shows two streaked
attosecond pulses. The whole spectrogram is a bit noisy but there is no contribution
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Figure 4.6: The generation of XUV attosecond pulse trains and the isolated attosecond
bandwidth is shown in a) and b) without and with the effect of ionization gating for very
intense laser pulses. The influence of ionization for an 8 fs pulse on the phase matching
and XUV generation is plotted in c). All plots are taken with permission from [94].
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of a third pulse visible in this spectral range. While the 110 eV line is very clean the
two lines at lower energy are not isolated. There is a small contribution of the 2s
electrons corresponding to the higher photon energy line. The XUV photons form-
ing this line don’t have as good contrast as the designed reflectivity at 130 eV which
causes a weak, broad pedestal. If there are different attosecond pulses contributing
to this spectral range they are considerably less intense than the main line.
The lower lines compared to the main line are shifted to earlier delays by approxi-
mately a half-cycle which suggests that they are formed by an XUV-pulse generated
in the previous half-cycle of the driving laser than the main line. Looking at the mir-
ror reflectivity in Fig. 4.5 b) it is remarkable to see any photo electrons at 80-90 eV
as the attenuation should be almost two orders of magnitude. Unfortunately there
is no recorded photon spectrum corresponding to this measurement but a relative
long integration time and the signal to noise level of the streaking indicate that the
photon flux at 130 eV was probably a factor of 5 less than in Fig. 4.5 a). So a bit
more than one order of magnitude is accounted for the remaining difference has to
be caused by differences between the design curve and the realized version of the
mirror.
In order to evaluate the spectrogram the FROG CRAB program ’AttoGram’ [85]
was used. As the main interest lies in the lines the background was generously sub-
tracted shown in Fig. 4.7 b). The reconstruction has difficulties with overlapping
streaked pulses [96] as the expected interference pattern is not resolved in the mea-
surement. So avoiding overlap makes the retrieval more reliable.
The reconstruction works nicely in this case and is plotted in c). The retrieved
temporal structure of the pulses is presented in part d) of the same figure. The
temporal separation between the pulses is retrieved to be 1.25 fs ± 0.1 fs which fits
perfectly to the half-cycle time of the central wavelength of the NIR laser pulse of
750 nm (750 nm·c−1/2 = 1.25 fs). Please note that lower time values correspond to
an earlier arrival time for the XUV. The retrieved spectrum and its group delay
are shown in the final part e). Comparing the retrieved GD with the mirror plus
filter design in Fig.4.5 b) shows good agreement. The measurement retrieves an
additional shift of 1250 as between the spectrum of the two pulses which is due to
the pulses being generated at consecutive half-cycles and is not caused by the optics
or the nonlinear medium involved. Also the design shows a strong change at the
lanthanum edges at 102 and 105 eV which are not resolved in the measurement.
In short, this measurement demonstrates the existence of two spectrally separated
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attosecond XUV pulses from two consecutive half-cycles of the driving laser field
without any sign of other half cycles generating comparable harmonic counts in this
spectral range and corroborates the excellence of the streaking technique.
Usually one would expect the half cycle following the half cycle generating the high-
est harmonics to have a similar spectrum as the one before. The measurement
shows that it has if any a low contribution. So either the electric field strength is
lower and/or the phase matching conditions have changed. As the CE-phase was
optimized for the 130 eV photons and with the generating pulse being 4.5 fs long
the half cycle before and after the main half cycle are quite similar in electric field
strength thus the cause has to be the phase matching.
If the changing phase matching conditions caused by ionization are taken into ac-
count the experimental data is explainable. The increasing plasma density changes
the phase matching in favor of higher photon energies. However the electric field
strength has also to fit to the phase matching in order to generate high harmonics.
As the laser parameters are typically optimized for the cut-off region, in this case
the 130 eV, we can assume that the phase matching with the available pulse is close
to optimal at the main half cycle. As there will be more plasma for the following
half-cycle the optimal phase matching conditions will be shifted to higher photon
energies but the field strength is not high enough to reach those, thus hardly any
XUV is generated compared to the half-cycle before the main half-cycle for which
the phase matching is sub-optimal for high energies but ideal to generate photons
at slightly lower energies. In a similar way ionization gating also allows isolated
attosecond pulse generation with longer driving laser pulses [93, 97].
4.1.2 Pulse Characterization by Attosecond Streaking
The following experiments demonstrate nicely the capabilities of attosecond streak-
ing for pulse characterization even for a bit unusual cases. The first experiment was
conducted with the second stage amplifier and the transmission grating compressor
resulting in more than twice the pulse energy and marginally longer pulse duration
for the high harmonic generating pulse. The XUV mirror used was the same 130 eV
mirror as in the previous experiment. In order to adjust for the higher pulse en-
ergy of the driving laser the focal length for HHG was increased to one meter. The
available pulse energy could support longer focal lengths and still produce harmonic
radiation at 130 eV but the dimensions of the chamber and alignment considera-
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Figure 4.7: Evaluation of a streaking spectrogram. The calibrated measured photoelec-
tron spectrogram is shown in a). A spectrogram reduced to values above 0.7 is shown in
b) and its FROG CRAB reconstructed pendant in c). The retrieved temporal structure
shows exactly a half-cycle difference between the to pulses. The retrieved photoelectron
spectrum corrected by the ionization energy of neon resulting in the XUV photon spectrum
and its retrieved group delay are plotted in e).
tions in the delay chamber prevented extensive reconstructions. The used pulse
energy was adjusted by an iris aperture in the HHG chamber for optimal cut-off
high harmonics. About 20 % of the energy were lost that way, but it preserves the
possibility to increase the intensity in case the pulse duration is longer as usual. For
this focal length ≈ 600µJ pulse energy appeared to be optimal for HHG at 130 eV
with a sub-5 fs pulse. The applied neon pressures at the gas target varied between
130–160 mbar which is almost half of the optimal pressure for 100 eV photons. In
this experiment, Fig. 4.8, the influence of chirp on the HHG in the ionizating gating
regime is illustrated. After the common procedure to optimize XUV photon flux
at 130 eV by optimizing alignment, target position, pulse energy, neon pressure and
CE-phase the streaking spectrogram a) was recorded. It shows a nice Ne-2p line at
108 eV amplified by the time of flight lens and a weak 2s-line at approximately 85 eV.
The pulse is astonishingly long to generate an isolated attosecond pulse at 130 eV.
Below the electric field of the pulse and the corresponding intensity envelope are
plotted. The peak of a Gaussian fit for each delay step extracts the vector potential
of the laser pulse. Slight smoothing and differentiation result in the plotted electric
field. The single delay step at 18 fs delay with the unstable CE-phase was ignored
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for the fit. The intensity envelope is given by the square of the Hilbert transform
of the electric field. There is no dispersive component in the beam path of the laser
only six silver mirror reflections thus the pulse is unchanged after the HHG. The
pulse has a double peak structure and a FWHM of 11.5 fs and is strongly positively
chirped (low frequencies first). The amount of glass in the beam path was reduced
for b) and even further for c) to obtain an unchirped pulse. In each step the HHG
at 130 eV was optimized again by testing and adjusting all parameters mentioned
above. The measured pulse in b) shows with 4.7 fs the smallest FWHM but has a
small prepulse caused by residual third order dispersion. The pulse in c) is slightly
longer with an apparently better pulse shape. The streaking amplitude is controlled
by an aperture and adjusted for these measurements so the streaking amplitudes
can not be compared to each other. However, the photoelectron counts are normal-
ized to acquisition time and can be compared. Therefore a) has almost double the
counts of c) and about 50 % more than b). The longer, chirped pulse generates a
stronger isolated attosecond pulse at the photon energy of 130 eV. This behavior is
qualitatively reproducible on most days, although quantitatively it is usually less
than presented here.
For all three cases, 130 eV photons were generated in the last phase-matched peak
of the spectrum, so in the classic picture it would be the cut-off region. Considering
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Figure 4.8: Three, in dispersion varied, pulses optimized for XUV generation at 130 eV
and their streaking measurements are presented. Please note while the chirp is reduced
going from a) to c) the achieved electron count rate decreases.
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ionization in the HHG as shown in Fig. 4.6 c) the final amplitude depends strongly
on ionization. The positively chirped pulse ionizes less at the same electric field am-
plitude and can in HHG reach higher photon energies at lower field strengths. Thus
it is obvious that for the highest harmonics positive chirp is much better than neg-
ative chirp. The latter should be efficient in the generation of lower high harmonics
though.
In conclusion we have demonstrated HHG with a 4 kHz millijoule sub-5 fs laser
system. Using long focal lengths of 80–100 cm photon energies up to 170 eV were gen-
erated. The photon flux and photon energy are improved compared to the one-stage
system. The number of generated XUV photons generated each pulse in neon was
measured in a spectrally resolved way resulting in 5.5 pJ between 110 and 130 eV.
The possibility to study the phase of electron wave-packets via attosecond streaking
has been demonstrated for a streaking measurement featuring two spectrally sepa-
rated attosecond XUV-pulses from two consecutive half-cycles of the driving laser
field. The influence of ionization gating on HHG has been shown experimentally
by generating isolated attosecond pulses at 130 eV with a chirped 12 fs driving laser
without using any additional gating.
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4.2 Probing the Giant Resonance of Xenon with
Broadband XUV-Pulses
The attosecond streaking technique has become an important tool to investigate
ultrafast electron correlations and processes. Delay studies of different energy levels
of gases or solids provided experimental data to test and discard theoretical models
of these processes [5, 7, 98]. The next natural step is to study more complex systems
e.g. molecules instead of gas atoms or heavier atoms with more electrons and more
electron interactions. In the photon energy range available, xenon is a promising
system. Xenon has a strong ’giant resonance’ at 100 eV photon energy for ionizing
4d-electrons. These electrons come from a full inner shell of the xenon atoms and
are emitted into the continuum via meta-stable bound states. This potential barrier
also called shape resonance is caused by the effective potential dominated by the
coulomb force and angular momentum. Additional to these single electron effects
strong sub-shell interactions are to be found at the giant resonance. This resonance
has been a test case for many theories and its response is well studied [99, 100].
However, the temporal behavior of the response is experimentally challenging.
Attosecond streaking provides a unique tool to characterize the electron wave-packet
with attosecond resolution and thus is able to provide experimental data to test
against the existing theoretic models.
4.2.1 Simulation of the Giant Resonance Response
In a simple model the photo-emission from the 4d level of xenon can be represented
by a shape resonance which is schematically shown in Fig. 4.9 a). For photon energies
which exceed the ionization energy of the 4d level the excited electron doesn’t become
a free electron right away but is first excited into a meta-stable bound state, trapped
by the effective potential of the atom. In case of xenon these states have very short
life times and the electron tunnels through the barrier almost immediately. For
electrons with low kinetic energy the delay is high, but experimentally electrons
with low kinetic energies are harder to distinguish because there are many other
sources for low energetic electrons in a streaking experiment. At 15 eV of kinetic
energy theoretic calculations of xenon by A. Kheifets [101] predict that the delay
is already sub-100 as. He used random phase approximation with exchange (RPA)
to model the response of xenon and the model shows good agreement with the
measured partial cross sections measured for xenon. The goal of this experiment
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however is to test the temporal behavior of the photo-emission.
The shape resonance causes an energy dependent delay of the photoelectrons which
means the free electron starts to feel the IR streaking field with this small delay.
This results in a chirped electron wave packet similarly as if the XUV pulse was
chirped with a corresponding phase. Dr. Kheifets was so kind to share his retrieved
dipole matrix elements with us for simulations to investigate their effect on the phase
of the electron wave packet.
In order to see whether the used reconstruction algorithm can resolve the change
caused by the emission delay caused by the shape resonance a 100 as XUV pulse with
flat phase is compared to a similar XUV-pulse with the phase calculated from the
matrix elements. The results of these reconstructions are shown in Fig. 4.9 b). The
reconstructed photoelectron spectrum is plotted in black and the retrieved phase
respectively the group delay dispersion (GDD) of the wave packet is plotted in blue.
The retrieval of the perfectly compressed wave-packet is plotted with a dashed line,
the retrieved phase of the XUV-pulse with the phase-imprint of the xenon dipole
matrix elements is plotted with the continuous line and the theoretical GDD itself is
given by the dotted line. Analyzing the retrieved phases, it is obvious that only the
central part of the spectrum is retrieved well because the oscillations of the GDD
on the wings of the spectrum become very large and are artifacts of the retrieval.
The averaged phase however seems to be still correct.
The dashed line, which should be a constant zero value, is in fact retrieved well.
It is less than 100 as2 off in the central spectrum. There is a tendency to lower
GDD values for lower kinetic energies which seems to be an error of the retrieval.
This might also be caused by imperfect normalization and interpolation of the input
trace, but this can be taken as an example which precision of the reconstruction can
be expected for any trace under ideal circumstances.
The reconstruction of the RPA calculated phase is in good agreement with the input
value as well. The GDD values are slightly shifted to positive values but the gradient
is reconstructed very well. The erroneous tendency of the first reconstruction seems
to be slightly stronger here, but as the direction is the same, the difference of the
two retrievals is actually closer to the theoretically predicted difference.
The conclusion from comparing the theoretical traces is that the reconstruction can
resolve the phase-difference under ideal circumstances within 200–300 as2, but also
that the phase effect to be measured, the dotted line, is not substantial.
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4.2.2 Experimental Setup
The experiment aims to reconstruct the imprint of the effective potential of the giant
resonance onto the electron wave-packet. First, a broadband isolated XUV pulse in
the range of 70 to 110 eV is required and a reference electron wave-packet has to
be recorded, the difference between the reference and the probed system, xenon, is
caused by its electron emission process. The result has then to be compared with
the theoretical prediction.
The laser used was the first two-stage setup using a glass compressor (chapter 3.3).
The experiment was conducted in the AS-2 beam-line, illustrated in App. A.3. In
order to get the necessary isolated attosecond pulse the focal length was set to 80 cm
and molybdenum was used as filer to suppress the laser light and the rhodium mir-
ror set provided high efficiency for the remaining XUV spectrum. The combined
reflectivity is more than 34 % from 80–130 eV for the whole bandwidth and more
than 50 % at 110 eV [82].
For the reference several streaking measurements of neon were recorded and evalu-
ated with AttoGram. Due to the large bandwidth of the pulse the recorded photo-
electron spectra were carefully corrected for the lens transmission function for the
applied voltage as well as the recorded time of flight due to acceleration by the elec-
tronic lens. The retrieved photoelectron spectrum and its group delay dispersion
(GDD) are plotted in Fig. 4.10 a). The FWHM of the spectrum is 26 eV and the
pulse duration with the retrieved phase is ≈ 125 as. The error bars on the spectrum
are due to the statistical error of the reconstruction of three retrievals each on two,
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almost similar, spectrograms of the same pulse. The difference between the spectro-
grams is a minor change of the lens voltage. In order to vary the retrieval, different
temporal windows of each spectrogram were chosen: the full spectrogram, the first
and the second half. For these photoelectron spectra of the neon measurements the
error is small. The reconstructions of each part of the same spectrogram agree even
better. In blue and labeled at the right is the GDD of the retrieved spectra. The
GDD is almost constant at 4000 as2 ± 1300 as2. There is again a small tendency to
lower GDD values for low energies and high values for high energies, but a constant
phase for most of the central part of the spectrum is within the error bars of the
reconstruction. This residual positive chirp could be compensated by using a thicker
molybdenum filter. For this experiment however this pulse duration is completely
sufficient and the XUV loss in the filter would hurt the statistics of the measure-
ment.
In neon the recorded traces are very clean so there is no need for background cor-
rection. In Fig. 4.10 b) is the equivalent plot for xenon using the same XUV pulse
under exactly the same conditions. The only difference is the probed gas and the
lens voltage to collect the much lower photoelectron energies which are 45 eV lower
than in neon due to the higher ionization energy Eion = 67 eV of the 4d-sub shell of
xenon. The changes caused by different lens voltages are taken into account by using
the according lens correction data. The recorded and retrieved photoelectron spec-
trum is with 10 eV± 2 eV FWHM much narrower in bandwidth but the statistical
error is comparable to the neon measurement. The GDD is also very different. It is
almost constant for the electron energies between 30 and 40 eV at around -2000 as2
and increases dramatically for lower electron energies. The statistical error of the
phase is substantially higher for the lower energies. The higher background and the
central momentum approximation have a higher influence on the low energy side.
In order to compare the two photoelectron spectra the retrieved neon spectrum was
shifted by the ionization energy to represent the XUV-photon spectrum, multiplied
by the partial cross section, taken from Kutzner et al. [102], and shifted by the
ionization energy of xenon 4d resulting in the dashed red line in Fig. 4.10 b). The
FWHM of the red line is with 22 eV much broader than the retrieved one. The
discrepancy is most likely caused by the lens, respectively, wrong correction factors.
Unfortunately there is no recent data for these corrections functions and the ones
available seem to be off at least for the low voltages. On a different occasion the
same measurement was conducted without lens. Two calibrated spectra of xenon are
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shown in Fig. 4.11. For this evaluation the ATI background is subtracted in a very
simple manner which causes the spectrum to start at 11 eV. The small amount of
streaked photoelectrons at lower energies is hidden among a much bigger background
of other low energetic electrons. The measured spectrum is slightly modulated by
the odd harmonics clearly visible on the black line above 35 eV. The spectra are
taken at different delays. The black line is a spectrum taken 6 fs before zero delay
and the red line 6 fs after. Without the lens the measured photoelectron spectrum
is clearly broader. It is also a bit lower in energy compared to the measurement
shown before due to that day’s laser performance.
With the observed double pulse structure it is not possible to retrieve any useful
information about the chirp from this measurement, but it is a good demonstration
what challenges have to be overcome in order to do so.
Without the lens a substantial background of lower energy electrons is visible. As
they appear in a similar way for the reference measurement with neon just below
the photon energies of the direct photoelectrons these are inelastically scattered
electrons. As this background partially overlaps with the signal subtracting their
contribution is crucial in order to not change the retrieved chirp by correcting for a
false background. Slight errors in this necessary step can affect the retrieved phase
more strongly than the change we expect caused by the xenon 4d electron emission.
In photo-emission spectroscopy Shirley background correction is a common tool
[103, 104, 105] to correct for inelastically scattered electrons. For this correction
the background intensity within a peak is assumed proportional to the integrated
intensity at higher energy with the condition that the background matches the mea-
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sured spectrum outside the region of the peak. To utilize this correction the inelastic
background has to be identified which is typically given by a plateau of lower energy
electrons just below a direct photoelectron peak. With a mean free path in the order
of magnitude of µm and electron energy of tens of eV the scattering time is in the
order of ps for the gas target used which is much longer than the pulse duration
of the IR laser. Thus the photoelectrons are streaked before they scatter making it
necessary to calculate the Shirley background for each delay step separately. In the
xenon measurement it is very difficult to identify the background as it merges with
low energy electrons of different sources, mostly ATI electrons. It should be possible
to extract the inelastically scatter electron background, at least for the unstreaked
spectrum, by recording a spectrum without the IR laser. The second big complica-
tion is due to the Auger lines of xenon which are exactly in the spectral region of
interest. The Auger lines are clearly visible in the red line spectrum in Fig. 4.11 but
much less so in the black line before the zero delay. Before of course, means that the
XUV-pulse comes first. As the Auger-electrons are not emitted instantaneously but
corresponding to their life time the electrons feel the laser field at earlier delays than
the photoelectrons. As their lifetime is much longer than half the laser period side
bands are formed, depleting the main line and forming up- and down-shifted lines
by multiples of the central energy of the streaking field. The life time of the highest
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energies between 30 and 35 eV is such that the ”zero delay” for the Auger electrons
is a few femtoseconds earlier than for the photoelectrons. During the 12 fs difference
of the two spectra the Auger-lines reappear, which makes the treatment of the lines
very difficult. As they are not constant a simple subtraction is not possible. In order
to extract the real pulse, wave packet information and the Auger lines have to be
deconvoluted. Best chance in succeeding is by simulating the Auger lines and their
streaking and fitting and subtracting it from the measured data. The setup was not
able to supply such reliable data to perform these corrections with the necessary
precision.
Recently, a work of Schoun et al. was published [107] in which they measured the
dipole matrix elements of argon using a different approach. They studied the high-
harmonic generation in argon and thus the dipole matrix element of the recombina-
tion of the accelerated electron with the argon atom. The imprint of the process is
measured via resolution of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon transi-
tion (RABBITT). The bandwidth studied (20-70 eV) contains a Cooper minimum
which provides a pi-phase shift and a group delay change of more than 100 as which
is about one order of magnitude higher than the effect of xenon 4d at 80 eV photon
energy.
Studying a similar system with an isolated attosecond pulse in photo emission should
have a much clearer imprint of the dipole matrix element. Xenon 4d has a Cooper
minimum at 180 eV which provides an even bigger influence on the temporal behav-
ior on the photoelectrons than in argon. Even in the Cooper-minimum the partial
cross section of xenon 4d is with almost 0.5 Mb only a factor of 4 less than for neon
2p at 130 eV. The asymmetry parameter β however changes drastically from almost
2 to -0.8, which in streaking direction, corresponds to a factor of 15 less in counts.
Mounting the ToF in the magic angle of 54.7◦ reduces the signal by a factor of three,
but eliminates the influence of the asymmetry. For similar photon flux about one
order of magnitude less signal than for current neon streakings can be expected. The
XUV mirror at 180 eV with comparable bandwidth of ≈ 10 eV reflects about half
an order of magnitude less than at 130 eV. Unfortunately the HH flux generation at
180 eV has been inefficient so far and the boron edge at 188 eV is still elusive in the
recorded spectra (compare section 4.1.1). Using adsorbed xenon layers on a cooled
solid target instead of a gas target will increase the signal by a fair bit and if the
photon flux at 180 eV generated with a Ti:Sa-laser is still not sufficient the rapidly
growing amount of ultrashort NIR OPCPAs at longer wavelength will provide the
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high energy photons.
So in summary, the conducted experiments on xenon 4d didn’t allow a conclusive
comparison between experiment and theory as the experimental approach has still
too many uncertainties and has to overcome some challenges in data evaluation,
e.g. correct treatment of Auger-lines and the background. However, it was shown
that in principle the influence of the dipole matrix element on the electron wave
packet is resolvable with attosecond streaking in close to perfect conditions. As the
effect becomes bigger for lower energies a higher XUV photon flux will help espe-
cially to reduce the signature of low energy electron caused by the IR-laser which
will also help in treating the inelastic background in the measurement correctly. So
further improvements regarding the driving laser and the HHG will be a crucial step
to tackle all the challenges of this experiment and will then be able to provide an
experimental test of the theories in the near future.
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4.3 Nonlinear Propagation in SiO2
So far HHG with the new laser system and streakings of the driving pulse have been
shown. The AS-2 beamline however is designed to be capable of much more. As
the IR-laser and the XUV pulse are propagating through different arms (each about
1.6 m long) of the interferometer in the delay chamber it is easier to exchange filters
and XUV mirrors in the XUV arm and the IR laser can be reused in its arm. Gen-
erating low order harmonics like second or third harmonic are one option, another
is the introduction of a nonlinear effect which can, after recombining the beams, be
probed by the XUV pulse. Following the transient absorption measurement slightly
above 100 eV with intense IR-laser pulses in fused silica [16] and laser induced cur-
rents in dielectric materials with ultra-short pulses at intensities close to the damage
threshold [108, 109, 110, 111] the investigation of the optical properties of fused silica
and other dielectrics in the UV to near-IR with ultra-short pulses has been started.
At AS-2 it is possible to refocus the IR-laser in its interferometer arm. By placing
the sample close to the focus the intensity is high enough to damage most materials.
Using very thin samples <20µm and varying the intensity by moving the sample
closer to or further from the focus. The intensity dependent effects on the pulse
itself were studied by comparing the waveform extracted via streaking for different
intensities. The data acquired with the very thin fused silica samples is presented
in the PhD thesis by E.M. Bothschafter [112].
The very thin samples were used in order to not affect the pulse in a too strong
manner which makes it very difficult to compare the pulses to each other and to
theoretical simulations. Third order effects like self-focusing and self-steepening in
the material increase the intensity in a hard to control manner which amplifies the
effects themselves till higher order effects counter them e.g. generation of free elec-
trons. Also in order to compare these measurements with full ab initio calculations
of quartz, or more precisely a unit cell interacting with the intense laser field, which
require a huge amount of computing power, thinner samples reduce it accordingly.
These simulations are conducted by Prof. K. Yabana and his group and in collab-
oration with G. Wachter [111]. Using these thin fused silica targets is not without
difficulties. The optical quality is poorer than is possible for more solid structures
which affects the laser induced damage threshold and its statistical variance from
sample to sample. So similar measurements were conducted with thicker samples.
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Figure 4.12: Recorded spectrograms without SiO2
sample a) and with increasing intensity in a 100µm
fused silica sample b-d) and their reconstructed elec-
tric field.
A series of streakings and the
extracted electric fields for a
100µm thin fused silica sam-
ple mounted in Brewster’s an-
gle are shown in Fig. 4.12. In
a) the pulse without the fused
silica target is measured. This
is equivalent to streaking the
pulse which generated the HHs,
or more precise the IR-pulse af-
ter generating the HHs. So
this is a measurement similar
to those in Fig. 4.8. The pulse
duration here is just below 5 fs.
Like before the low delays are
before the IR pulse and high
delays after. The pulse com-
pression is not perfect there are
some blue components visible
in front of the pulse, the other
side, although not recorded in
this specific measurement is al-
ways quite clean. After insert-
ing the target into the beam
and adjusting the temporal
overlap of the two arms b) was
recorded. The intensity in the
material is with ≈1012 W/cm2
relatively low, but the wave-
form is already affected. The
most obvious change is the in-
creased amount of long wave-
length components in front of
the pulse beating there with the
blue components already visible
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in a) forming pre-pulses. The change is caused by SPM and to a minor degree by
dispersion in the material. Increasing the intensity at the SiO2 target leads to the
streaking plotted in c). The changes from a) to b) become more enhanced and the
pulse itself becomes shorter and visibly chirped by the newly generated components.
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Figure 4.13: Recorded spectrograms
without SiO2 sample h) and with increas-
ing intensity in a 100µm fused silica sample
a-e) and a rerun of a) and e) shown in f)
and g).
By moving the target even closer to
the focus reaching intensities above
1013 W/cm2 the white light generation
becomes even stronger than for c) but
the streaking d) looks very different.
The strong beating in front of the pulse
is gone and instead of 3 distinct pulses it
is one weak long pulse. The main pulse
itself is considerably shorter and only
slightly positively chirped. The FWHM
of the envelope is 3.6± 0.1 fs. Note that
the actual streaking amplitude is not al-
ways comparable as realigning the beam
through the setup might slightly affect
the position on iris apertures and their
exact size is not always reproduced. The
step from c) to d) has a different qual-
ity than from a) to b) to c) which show
the same qualitative changes but due to
the different intensities to different ex-
tent. In order to shorten the pulse from
5 fs to 3.6 fs the newly created spectral
components have to be self-compressed
to compensate the chirp caused by SPM
clearly visible in b) and c). This com-
pensation is intensity dependent and of
higher order than SPM. An alternative
option is that the measured pulse be-
comes shorter by an entirely different ef-
fect motivated by the following observa-
tion.
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The same measurement was repeated a few days later with very different results
shown in Fig. 4.13. The intensity is gradually increased on target by moving it
closer to the focus from a) to e). Here the iris aperture was unchanged during these
measurements. Obviously the streaking amplitude is declining with more intensity
and for d) and e) the pulse-form changed. This measurement was repeated with
slightly higher streaking amplitude in f) and g) which reproduced the exact same
behavior. For completeness the pulse without the SiO2 target is plotted in h). As
the laser power measured after the experimental chamber only changed by a few
percent the main contribution of this dramatic decrease in amplitude is caused by
an intensity induced change of the propagating pulse based on the Kerr-effect
n = n0 + n2I = n0 +
3χ(3)
8n0
|E|2 .
The refractive index n can be written as an intensity independent part n0 and an
intensity dependent part n2. The latter is derived from the polarization of the ma-
terial thus χ(3) the susceptibility and depends on the applied electric field in this
case given by the amplitude of the electric field of the pulse E. The high intensity
increases (typically) the refractive index n of the material acting back on the laser
pulse as a focusing optic. This change of the intensity distribution can be used to
measure the nonlinear refractive index n2 of the material (”z-scan”) [113].
The streaking measurements are all conducted with the ToF detector at the same
position. By changing the intensity on target the strength of the lens caused by the
Kerr-effect changes and affects the beam propagation focusing the beam at different
positions the size of the beam waist and the electric field strength follow accord-
ingly. In Fig. 4.13 the focus moves further away from the streaked position thus the
streaking amplitude becomes smaller. Of course this doesn’t happen uniformly but
intensity dependent, which for an ultrashort pulse is also strongly time dependent.
Which means that the focus of the most intense part of the pulse is shifted the most.
It is very likely that in Fig. 4.12 d) the self-focusing shifted the more intense part
in the streaked z-position creating a shorter pulse at that position. Arguably with
such distorted wavefront the measured pulse form doesn’t describe the laser pulse
well anymore as the measured pulse shape is very dependent on the spatial position.
The exact effect on the pulse is highly nonlinear as small changes in pulse duration
or beam shape lead to different results. So although the general effect could be
reproduced an exact recreation was not possible in the allocated time. On a later
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a) c) d)b) 4096
0
Figure 4.14: Imaged IR beamprofile at the position of the streaking nozzle (left) for
increasing intensities a-d) in a thin fused silica sample close to the intermediate focus.
occasion we recorded the imaged intensity distribution at the streaking position for
different intensities. With the thinner 20µm target used the effect is much small but
still visible see Fig. 4.14. Of course the camera only detects the averaged intensity
and not the temporal distribution of the pulse. Comparing the change between a)
and d) from this figure to Fig. 4.13 the effect on the streaking measurement should
be comparable to the change between a) and b).
For the transient nonlinear polarization measurement the lensing and propagation
effect should be kept as small as possible and be better controlled. Moving the
sample is not ideal as the effect on the pulse doesn’t only depend on intensity, but
also on the actual position. The beam profile should be as good as possible inside
the SiO2 sample to avoid higher order distortions caused by the Kerr-lens. As a hole
is cut into the center of the beam by the perforated mirror separating the IR and
the XUV the best profile is only available in the focal plane. Due to self focusing
and propagation in the sample the effect is super-linear in sample-length (neglecting
dispersion) so a thinner sample is to be preferred if applicable.
Considering the effect on the pulse duration observed in Fig. 4.12 the prospect of
shortening the pulse duration from sub-5 fs to sub-4 fs by just adding a thin piece
of fused silica at the right position before a focus is very alluring, as the effort nec-
essary to achieve the same result by pushing the broadening and chirped mirror
compression is challenging. By generating this short pulse right before using it can
also circumvent propagation losses for these spectral components. But first it has to
be determined how much energy is contained in this shorter pulse and if it is usable
for nonlinear processes. The higher pulse energy of this laser system is an ideal test
candidate as the trade off between effective pulse energy and pulse duration is an
easy choice if you have surplus energy.
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Future Development
The main part of this thesis is the development and improvement of the laser source
used for attosecond experiments e.g. to study multi electron dynamics as in xenon.
This development of course never stops, but the time and space for implementa-
tion and testing is harder to come by when experiments can be conducted with the
working laser. However, some issues just become apparent by using the laser for
experiments and other problems might not be as crucial as expected for the exper-
iments. The feasibility of innovative and challenging experiments stands and falls
with the further improvement of the laser system.
5.1 Intense sub-3 fs Pulses
Although it is always advantageous to have more pulse-energy, as it is easier to dump
some energy than to amplify more, with more than 1 mJ compressed pulse energy
the space confinement, especially inside the vacuum chambers, starts to become
problematic as damages of the optics occur more frequent. Also from the exper-
imental side there is a bigger demand for yet shorter pulses than for a bit higher
pulse energy.
Using the laser system as described in section 3.4 brought some of the limits of the
current system to our attention which should be dealt with going forward. Up to
the compression of the output of the second amplification stage the system seems to
be in very good shape but the white light generation, though very efficient, lacks a
bit of quality. With the high pulse energy the coupling to the fiber with static neon
pressure is problematic and at the moment the broadening is limited by self-focusing
at the end of the hollow core fiber. To tackle both of these issues a double sided
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differentially pumped system is being built which consists of two aligned fibers with
the gas inlet at the center and pumped chambers at the other end of each fiber.
First tests, pumping the back side of one fiber, showed promise in using higher pres-
sures for more broadening while simultaneously improving the spatial mode of the
output. An improved mode profile will reduce the laser induced damages on silver
mirrors which are disrupting the availability of the laser for experiments frequently.
It will also result in an improved focus which will be beneficial for HHG or any other
usage of the laser. Recently the glass wedges to adjust the exact dispersion, and
thus the compression, of the white light have been moved into the vacuum system
close to the HHG. As the pulse is still uncompressed, the intensity is reduced on the
mirrors before it traverses the wedges and the laser induced damages of these optics
seem to occur less frequent. The new fiber setup is accompanied by new challenges
to be solved. The most important being the optical alignment and the mechanical
stability of the system. The challenge of the alignment is the coupling at the center
between the fibers which has to be matched well in order to be efficient and to keep
a nice mode. Also transverse stress on the fibers has to be avoided as it will bend
them which affects power and mode negatively. The whole setup will require more
space on the optical table, especially in length, but hopefully the possibility to use
higher gas pressures will counter this to some extent.
As the laser source (upstairs) and the experimental area (downstairs) are separated
by more than ten reflections (for AS2) either the supported spectral bandwidth
is limited by silver, to above 400 nm, or the reflection losses will be substantially
increased by e.g. using aluminum mirrors. So for now, the target spectrum after
the white light generation is determined by the reflectivity of silver, which means
400 nm to 1100 nm. Ideally the spectral intensity is well distributed and preferably
with more weight on the red side in order to generate higher XUV-photon-energies.
The new setup should be able to provide this at a reasonable output energy and
surpass 1 mJ.
Compressing a spectrum that broad with one set of chirped dielectric mirrors is very
challenging and several attempts with the half-mJ laser system have not shown a
compelling compression so far. Spectral separation, individual compression of the
different spectral parts and subsequent recombination has been demonstrated with
outstanding results [65] and similarly for OPA [114]. Currently, a two-arm system
is in development by A. Sommer to achieve excellent compression in this spectral
range. The higher pulse energy of this laser system requires bigger optics to avoid
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damage, leading to longer path-lengths, thicker substrates etc. and thus more dis-
persion has to be compensated which adds to the challenge. The distance of the
compressor to the experiment and the necessary mechanical stability or alterna-
tively the placement of the whole compressor inside the vacuum system, close to
the experiment, is another. Adding more blue components to the current spectrum
will also test the silver mirrors as the blue components seem to enhance the damage
probability.
Improving the white light generation and the compression with the steps just men-
tioned will enable the system to provide 3 fs or sub-3 fs pulses with more than 600µJ
on the HHG target and will open up the path for attosecond UV and IR or UV and
XUV pump probe experiments by generating very short UV-pulses in the interme-
diate focus of the AS-2 beam line.
Using the nonlinear effect inside a thin dielectric sample as described in chapter 4.3
might provide the opportunity to broaden the pulse significantly right in front of
another nonlinear interaction. A test with fused silica and HHG in a collinear at-
tosecond beam-line should be the first step to study the feasibility of this approach.
This could very well moderate the challenges of propagating ultrashort pulses to the
experiment if the generation of critical spectral components can take place right in
front of the experiment.
5.2 Attosecond Experiments
This laser source was developed to provide more pulse energy at the same pulse
quality as the common broadened 0.4 mJ Ti:sapphire CPA system in order to reach
higher XUV photon energies and flux. It has been shown that the achieved XUV
photo-spectra allow to apply higher photon energies e.g. the intensity dependent
study of XUV transmission of silicon [16] up to 130 eV. An increased kinetic energy
of the signal electrons permits higher laser intensities on target which is especially
beneficial for photo-electron streaking of solid samples with low ionization energies
(work-function). The same applies for most molecules as their ionization energy is
usually considerably lower than for e.g. neon. The intensity required for the same
kinetic energy of ATI electrons is obviously lower for materials with low work func-
tions. Separating the XUV signal from the ATI background caused by the laser
field is necessary for experiments with high intensities on target e.g. studies of the
Franz-Keldysh effect close to the damage threshold of the material.
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XUV photon energy dependent parameters can be extended into the now available
range of 140 eV at comparable flux as formerly only achievable up to 125 eV. Studies
of the energy dependence of e.g. photo-emission delays of tungsten can expand the
observed spectral range in order to study effects of high energy band structures of
solids.
With the expected shorter laser pulses, as described in the previous section, even
higher photon energies will become available. Delay and chirp measurements just
below the 4d-Cooper minimum of xenon should be feasible and as the expected
effect is quite large, the delay is in the order of 100 as and the chirp accordingly,
the visibility of the influence of dipole matrix element should be very high. On the
other hand, increasing the focal length of HHG will enhance the photon flux at lower
energies (≈ 100 eV) even further decreasing the time requirement of single scans or
improving the statistical certainty of recorded data. Many interesting experiments
with lower cross sections might become conductible with such an improved photon
flux.
While decreasing the pulse duration and increasing the intensity pushes the cut-off
energy to higher energies other generation setups than ionization gating offer much
broader isolated attosecond pulses. While usually every attosecond pulse of the
attosecond train propagates in the same direction, the direction of the XUV pulse
can be influenced by the wave front of the driving laser field. A linear spatial chirp
e.g. allows the separation of the XUV pulses spatially instead of spectrally [95]. A
different route to more broadband attosecond pulses is to switch off all but one
generating half-cycle via polarization gating [93]. This scheme as been improved by
using a second color to break the symmetry even more, typically by using the sec-
ond harmonic, named double optical gating (DOG) [115]. Adding an infrared field
instead will even allow 30+ fs pulses to generate isolated attosecond pulses [116].
DOG has produced isolated ultra-broadband XUV spectra [117] covering several
hundred eV. The lower energy part (50–130 eV) as been successfully compressed by
300 nm zirconium foil resulting in 67 as pulses [80]. So far DOG has only been used
by few-cycle and multi-cycle pulses but although the generated XUV photon flux is
a bit lower the broadband continuum is of interest for certain experiments, e.g. tran-
sient absorption measurements. The measured spectra also show an increase of the
achievable photon energies and flux in the cut-off region compared to ionization gat-
ing for the same laser intensity. As the presented new laser source is quite powerful
this scheme might be interesting to use for the 4-5 fs long pulses available right now.
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Conclusion
In order to proliferate attosecond science even further the sources for attosecond
pulses have to be constantly improved and extended. In this work a standard Ti:Sa
laser used for isolated attosecond pulse generation has been enhanced in pulse en-
ergy by a factor of 3.
A second cryogenic amplification stage provides up to 4 mJ pulses at 4 kHz repetition
rate compressible down to 22 fs. Two efficient stretcher-compressor schemes, glass
block compressor and transmission grating compressor, have been tested and the
gratings have proven to be the superior design for this system. By using spectral
phase feedback and a Dazzler the pulse is compressible close to the Fourier limit
and by subsequent broadening in a static neon–filled 400µm 1.5 m long hollow core
fiber 1.5 mJ covering a spectral range of 500–1000 nm were achieved. After the com-
pression by dielectric chirped mirrors 1.2 mJ with typically 4–5 fs pulse duration are
available for experiments.
HHG with these pulses stands out due to higher XUV photon energies and pho-
ton flux. The generated photon flux in a neon gas-target was measured spectrally
resolved and 5.5 pJ were obtained as pulse energy in the spectral range between 110–
130 eV. Helium as target gas allows higher XUV photon energies, but for now the
usable gas pressure is too low for efficient generation thus the XUV counts are too
low for most experiments. In neon XUV photon energies up to 160 eV are available
with reasonable flux up to 145 eV.
Broadband XUV pulses with 70–120 eV were used to study the photo-emission of
the xenon 4d electrons to investigate the delay or rather the phase change caused
by the dipole matrix element of the so called giant resonance in xenon. The capa-
bilities of the approach were benchmarked by streaking the neon-2p electrons which
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also served as a reference for the xenon measurement. Under good experimental
conditions a phase with phase uncertainty of 1300 as2 for the retrieval algorithm
was determined. For the more challenging data of xenon the error was too big to
confirm or falsify theoretical predictions but several ways to improve the accuracy
of the measurement could be made based on this first attempt which is promising
for a more extensive study of xenon.
Attosecond streaking was used to characterize the HH-generating pulse and provided
insight into the significance of ionization gating when working at the intensity limit
for efficient HHG. Single attosecond pulses at 130 eV were observed from chirped
pulses as long as 12 fs as were two spectrally separated pulses generated in different
half-cycles of the driving laser field. The delay between the two pulses was with
1250 as ±100 as retrieved in good agreement with the nominal half-cycle time of
1.25 fs.
The capabilities of the interferometric beam line were used to study the nonlinear
polarization of fused silica close to its damage threshold with ultrashort pulses. For
100µm samples the observed nonlinear effects are very strong and the intensity de-
pendent Kerr-lens affects the propagation of the pulse severely. Aside from changes
in the focus position, which are expected from a lens, a temporal shortening of the
electric field was observed. The significant self-compression from 5 to 3.6 fs is a
significant reduction of pulse duration which makes this process very interesting for
applications.
With the improved laser and XUV parameters the developed laser system will
serve as strong foundation for upcoming attosecond experiments. It improves and
extents the existing capabilities as demonstrated in these first experiments and with
the already ongoing upgrade to sub-4 fs the system will be able to provide high en-
ergy photon flux up to ≈ 155 eV.
With these short pulses and using a second gas target for third harmonic generation
[118, 119] 2 fs UV pulses with 3µJ pulse energy (before spectral separation; assum-
ing 0.5 % conversion efficiency) will become available soon as well. Using strong
cross phase modulation at higher intensities even shorter UV pulses with slightly
reduced pulse energy are possible and will provide a perfect tool for time-resolved
experiments e.g. using them as probe in time resolved transient absorption mea-
surements of dielectrics. Combined with a probe in the NIR or XUV such short UV
pulses can also serve as an ultrashort pump pulse to study fast electron dynamics
in semi-conductors and molecules with unprecedented temporal resolution.
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Figure A.1: FP3 setup: Changing the stretcher from glass block to grism in the lower
left corner and bypassing the prism compressor.
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Two-Stage Laser Setup with Transmission Grat-
ings
cw pump laser
λ : 532 nm
P : 3W
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Figure A.2: Schematic beam-path of the two-stage laser setup: A glass stretcher is used
after the oscillator and a Dazzler in the CPA1. After CPA2 the laser is compressed by an
efficient transmission grating compressor. A static hollow core fiber is used for white light
generation and chirped mirrors for sub-5 fs pulses with 1.0 mJ and more are available for
experiments
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AS-2 Beam-line Setup for Broadband Streaking
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Figure A.3: AS2 beam-line setup for broadband attosecond spectroscopy. C1 is the
HHG-chamber with movable gas target. C2 the delay chamber with the interferometer
between the XUV and NIR laser beam. Separated and recombined by perforated mirrors
(PM1, PM2). Diagnostics for the XUV can be used via gold mirrors (GM1, GM2) on
a translation stage. The XUV beam is reflected by rhodium mirrors in the corner for
broadband spectrum. Various filers can be changed in all beam-paths. After recombination
both beams are focused by a toroidal mirror (TM) into the experimental chamber C3. The
Tof and the gas target are placed at the focus which is imaged onto a camera outside the
chamber and the XUV spectrum can be measured behind the gas target as can the NIR
laser power and spectrum.
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AS-2 Beamline Setup for SiO2
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Figure A.4: AS2 beam-line for streaking the NIR waveform after transmission through
thin dielectrics at close to damage threshold intensities. The SiO2 target is movable in the
C2 chamber along the convergent laser beam before the intermediate focus. The intensity
dependent change is observed via streaking in C3. Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4 are thankfully
taken with permission from [112].
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Original Setup of the Second Stage Amplifier
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Figure A.5: Four pass cryogenically cooled multi-pass amplifier. Two ETNA HP pumps
in green and the beam path of the seed in red. There is no focusing optic besides an initial
lens in the optical beam-path of the seed. The thermal lens in the crystal refocuses the
beam for the next pass.
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New Setup of the Second Stage Amplifier
Figure A.6: Three pass setup with initial telescope and refocusing optics after the first
and second pass granting much more control over the beam. As the focusing optics are
placed at Rayleigh-length the behavior of the focus is often counterintuitive.
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Crystal Holders of the Second stage
Helium
Flow
cool finger
old crystal holder
crystal
new crystal holder
Figure A.7: On top, the first crystal holder of the second stage amplifier: The vacuum
insulated helium lines are visible on the left. With a big surface on the inside of the cool
finger there is efficient heat exchange between the copper and the helium. The crystal
holder is on the right. The crystal itself is actually only in contact with the central part
not with the cover like outer parts. The connection for the temperature measurement are
also visible.
The new crystal holder is shown below. The cool finger is the same. The contact between
the cool finger and the big copper piece was not ideal so we used indium foil as a gap filler
similar as between the crystal and its holder. The heat transport in this configuration is
not limited by the geometry of the holder but by the connection between the crystal and
the holder. The crystal on this picture is damaged and the foil surrounding it re-sublimated
to the holder.
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Glass Block Data
Figure B.1: AR-coating on fused silica glass block
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Figure B.2: AR-coating on SF57HHT glass blocks
Figure B.3: AR-coating on F2 glass block
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Appendix C
Dielectric Chirped Mirrors
Using intense ultrafast laser pulses makes it necessary to compress optical pulses
with huge bandwidths at high intensities. Dielectric chirped mirrors have been very
successful in providing the last step for the compressed pulse. Here, the two designs
used with the developed laser system are presented. These two were used for exper-
iments. A couple of other designs were testes but with unsatisfying results.
Both designs are meant to compress the dispersion of glass and air in the spectral
range of 550-1050 nm (PC70 are slightly blue shifted). The design curves of the
GDD and the reflectivity for both cases are shown in Fig. C.1. The most significant
difference is the scale of the oscillation of the GDD which is twice as high in the
case of PC70, but these are the calculated values. The reflectivity is very high, more
than 99 %, for both in the supported spectrum. The big difference of the two setups
is that PC5 consists of two sets of mirrors used at the same angle of incidence (AoI)
of 9◦ whereas PC70 uses one kind of mirror only but under different AoIs (5◦ and
19◦).
Although the design shows smaller oscillations for the PC5 setup this isn’t neces-
sarily true for the used mirrors. As the fabrication process is not always as precise
as assumed in the calculation. For two coating runs these variations can go into
different directions and add up resulting in much bigger oscillations. In the case
of PC70 the whole run suffers the same variations which compensates some of its
negative effects. This means that the realized phases for PC70 are typically closer
to the design as PC5, however the optimal design is better for PC5. For two well
matched runs the result for PC5 will be better. It should also be considered that
making one coating run only is cheaper.
From the experimentalists point of view it is a bit easier two use the pairs (PC5) as
the angle on all the optics is the same which makes it easier to change the number
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of mirrors. Some designs of double angle mirrors (like PC70) didn’t result in a nice
compression but seemed, according to FROG traces, have some phase distortions
in the center of the spectrum. It is not certain what the cause of this is but tests
concerning this feature are ongoing. Both mirrors sets compressed the pulse below
5 fs and even close or under 4 fs occasionally unfortunately it is not clear what causes
this difference.
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Figure C.1: Design curves of two different sets of chirped mirrors. PC5 is a complemen-
tary pair design at the AoI of 9◦ and PC70 is a double angle design utilizing the phase
shift of different AoIs to compensate the oscillations by using just one kind of mirror. The
introduced GDD per bounce is ≈ -40 fs2. On the right are the physical setups of both
mirror sets. For PC5 eight bounces all with the same AoI and two times three bounces
for PC70 with 19◦ on the left and 5◦ on the right side.
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